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150 march for El Salvador
By Greg Flemming
Some 150 protesters of United
States involvement in El Salvador
rallied in front of Thompson Hall
Tuesday, and heard eight speakers
representing various organizations
give statements of support.
Nick Kozlov, a leader of the
Progressive Student Study Group,
criticized the Reagan administr
ation for what he called an
••unjustifiable act of aggression."
••we demand that the US end all
military aid to El Salvidor,"
Kozlov said.
Other speakers included Frank
McCann,an associate professor of
Latin American History at the
University, University Catholic
Chaplain Frederick Pennit, Sister
Arastasia of the Sisters of Mercy
Task Force for Latin America, and
Lillian Willits, from the Coolition
to Stop the Draft.
The demonstration began with a
march from the Bookstore along
College Road, Mill Road, and up
Main Street to Thompson Hall.
Some 75 marchers carried ~
cardboard signs and wore green

ribbons in rememberance of the
children killed in Atlanta. Two
.p.rotesters in front car:.ried a red
and white banner which read,
.. End US Involvement in El
Salvador."
They walked two or three wide
on the sidewalk or edge of the
They walked two or three wide
on the sidewalk or edge of the
road, while several police cars
circled the University, passing the
marchers every few minutes.
The signs, written in red and
uld"'"- 111a15i,;; n1arkcr:, read, ••Stop
Repression in El Salvador", ••Fund
Jobs, Not War", ••20,000 Dead-No More", ··Reagan Haig: Stop
Aid", and .. No more Vietnam".
Another asked, ••Taxes Killing
You? Think what they're doing in
El Salvador?"
As they walked, the group
shouted several chants including
•·No draft, no war, US out of
EISalvador" and ••Reagan-Haig,
Stop all aid."
At Thompson Hall, the group,
which had increased in size, sat in a
half-circle facing a podium. As the

speakers addressed the crowd,
passersby also stopped and
listened .
Professor McCann, who had
traveled to Latin America every
year since 1971, said that the issue
in El Salvador is ••painfully simple-inequity between the rich and the
poor."
"Communism is not the cause of
El Salvador's problems," McCann
added, "poverty and inequity are."
He criticized the Reagan
administration for using El
Sahador a.:i a battleground '1-Vith

the Soviet Union. The US should
play the role of an arbitrator, he
said, adding, ••By no means should
the US pro-vide more arms."
. "El Salvador is not a place to
renew the cold war," he said.
Elliot Hansen, a veteran of the
Vietnam War, likened Tuesday's
protest to those during the
Vietnam years.
Hansen criticized US foreign
policy. stating, "The short term
diplomacy that seemed to work in
the 1930's and 40's is no longer
viable."

Awaits Gallen, House approval

Paraphernalia ban
•
Senate
passes Ill
Bv Darrvl Cauchon
· A statewide paraphernalia ban
unanimously passed the New
Hampshire State Senate
yesterday. leaving the NH House
and Governor Hugh Gallen to
determine if Senate Bill 63
becomes law.
The ban halts the sale.
advertising, manufacture and
possession with intent to sell of
paraphernalia in New Hampshire.
Violations of the bill's
pro\'isions will constitute a _
misdemeanor and possible
revocation or suspension of a
business license to operate. A
misdemeanor is pumsl'lable up to
$ lO00and/ or a year imprisonment.

it will also be unlawful for any
person to place an advertisement
promoting the sale of objects
.. designed for use as drug
paraphernalia."
Senate Bill 63 classifies .. drug
paraphernalia .. as any matenal
designed for growing. processing,
packaging. inhaling or "otherwise
introducing into the human body a
controlled sustance."
The long list of paraphernalia
banned for sale include bongs.
mini cocaine spoons. roach clips.
scales. balances. sifters. and kits
used for growing. testing and
preparing drugs.
Also included are dilutents and
adulterants such as quinine.
h\'drochloride. mannite. dextrose
and lactrose.
Pipes - with or without screens will be banned if "intended or
designed for use ••with marijuana,
cocaine. hashish or hashish ·011.
Rolling papers will still be allowed
to be sold.
Sm. Ward Brown. R-East
Hampstead. the bill's chief
advocate. said he was prompted to
promote the bill after giving a
speech at a local high school in
which a student in the audience
was "totallv wasted."
"I see \.vhat's going on in the
scho0ls. 1 see the wav they're
getting bombed. I go to work and

off the dirt road I see them getting
stoned before school. I see what it's
doing to their minds and bodies,
turning them into vegetables. "said
Brown.
A similar law in Connecticut has
recently been found unconstitutional when brought to court.
the
Opponents argued that
intent of paraphernalia purchasers
cannot be known by retailers.
The constitutionality of Para
laws has been challenged in 15 U.S.
BAN, page 8

Protesters marched to Thompson Hall on Tuesday fro a -rally to stop US intervention in El Salvador (Henri
Barber and Tim Skeer photos).

Frats under scrutiny of University
Fraternity status 'tenuous'

Party guidelines i1nposed

By Ged Carbone
sources confirmed that Zerba, 18
By L. Karen Holstrom
Durham selectmen have
years old, was drinking.
and P. Rand Tracy
imposed strict guidelines on party
pledge
Rho
Gamma
-An Alpha
Greek officers and University
permits granted to three UNH
administrators met Monday night was photograph~d in the The New
fraternities that will be having
to ••Jet fraternities know that their Hampshire as a black carriage boy.
block parties this spring.
relationship with the University is The photograph had racist
••Parties can continue," said
subserviblack
of
connotations
tenuous and that within the next
Police Lieutenant Donafd Vittum.
few weeks they need to improve ence.
But the following guidelines have
-An incident which involved a
their relationship," said Jeff
.
been imposed:
Onore, assistant director of police officer being harassed at the
-Ticket sales must be limited to
block
(SAE)
Epsilon
Alpha
Sigma
Student Activities.
500.
J. Gregg Sanborn, acting vice- party last weekend.
-Two snow fences, ·one ten feet
-The harassing of woman
president for Student Affairs, said
inside the other. must be set up
that . even disregarding incidents participants in the Take Back the
around the party. Brothers will
over the past year. the University Night March. Apparently several
patrol the area inside the fences.
had enough information in the last brothers of Phi Mu Delta threw
Patrolling brothers may not drink.
five days to warrant a meeting with water on the women.
-An accurate guest log must be
••The straw that broke the
the Greek representatives.
kept and turned over to police.
for
call
(to
routine,"
back
camel's
four
to
Sanborn was referring
••we'll lose all kinds of revenue
incidents concerning fraternity the meeting) •·was to reprimand us
because of the guidelines," said
activity, according to Dana for outdoor parties," said
Lambda Chi Alpha brother Jeff
Rosengard. president of Sigma Rosengard.
Healy. 'Tm not overly excited
said,
Sanborn
meeting,
the
At
Nu.
about the guidelines, ··but we'll live
••An important question we need to
with them and we're still going to
The four incidents that Sanborn ask is what is the value of outdoor
have the parties," he said.
was referring to are:
parties?"
Lambda Chi Vice-President
-The death of UNH freshman
A representative of Tau Kappa
student Laury Ann Zerba, who Epsilon (TKE) claimed the · Mark Kanakis would not estimate
how much revenue Lambda Chi
died in an accidental fall, while outdoor parties are used as a type
expects to · 1ose because-·of she
returning from an outdoor party at of a rush function. Sanborn replied
limits.
Tau Kappa Epsilon:· Twelve ST A TllS. page 7

"You have to look at this from
the point of view of the selectman.
From their point of view, it's fair,"
Kanakis said. "Once we prove we
can control 500 people maybe we'll
be able to increase the numbers."
Lieutenant Vittum said, •The
reason (for new guidelines) is
because of the problem with public
urination, disorderly conduct and
litter."
Vittum said new permit
guidelines ••have nothing to do
with" the death of Laurie Ann
Zerba, 18, who died in a fall after
leaving a party at TKE.
Selectman Alden Winn said, ••we
have great concerns of parties
taking place like the one at TKE.
There are 1200 students milling
around, urinating on trees and in
the street, and you know the
outcome of that girl in the creek."
Selectman Administrative
Assistant Allen Edmund said,
"There were 1500 people at that
TKE party and the applicant (for
the party p~rmit) said there would
PARTY, page 7
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first · wom~n president
By Darryl Cauchon
The inauguration of Keene State
College's sixth president - and the
first woman president of the school
- was held Saturday, April 11.
The inauguration of Dr.
Barbara J. Seelye almost did not
occur when Seelye, prompted by
Gov. Hugh J. Gallen's massive
budget cuts, cancelled the $10,000
event.
Gallen 's order called for
reducing the college's state
appropriation by 25 percent
between February and the end of
the state's fiscal year on June 30 as
part of a state wide budget cut by
the governor.

However, college and
community members strived t? _rei;:chedule

the

event

by

reusing

private funds for the inauguration.
The ceremony held in Keene's
Spaulding Gymnasium, attracted
Gallen, Kasper Marking, president
of Plymouth State College and
Richard Morse, chairman of the
University System of New
. Hampshire Board of Trustees.
University President · Evelyn
Handler was unable to attend the
event due to a commitment made
when plans for the inauguration
were called off.
In her acceptance speech, Seelye
promised that Keene will grow_and
renew itself in the potentially
difficult years of the 80's. Seelye
said these plans to grow and renew
would not be done by adding new
buildings or increasing the number
of students, but "internally".
Specific plans for the future
were discussed by Seelye but she
did promise that budget cuts will
not stop Keene from reaching
realistic goals.
"For Keene State College, we
must concert our efforts. We must
polish the jewel that is this
It is
institution. It is small.
intricate. It is fascinating in its
multiple light and refractions and
reflection," she said.
"I give you the energy of my
mind, I give you my heart which

has found a home here, and ask
you to join in the progress and the
motion towards excellence and the
belief and the trust in ourselves
that we have at Keene State
College," Seelye told her audience.
Working with members of the
community is also a key goal
according to Seelye, because she
feels that it's important that city
and college work together as
friends "because we are friends."
Dr. Seelye became the first
woman president of Keene on July
1, 1980 following the resignation of
Dr. Leo F. Redfern-i. who served as
Keene State's president for IO
years.
Dr. Seelye was elected by a
unanimous vote of the University
Sy1;tf'm "f New Hampshire Board

of Trustees on April 26, 1980.

Dr. Seelye earned her doctor of
philosophy ( 1967) and master of
arts ( 1955) from the University of
Denver and her bachelor of arts
( 1952) from Eureka College,
Eureka, Ill.
Her fields • of
concentration are in communication theory, speech pathology,
English and biology. She is also
the author of several books on
speech.

•

Ill

Honors bill
A motion by the Student Senate to lower !he
grade point average(GPA) for students graduatmg
in December 1980 and June 1981 to 3.0 from the
current 3.2 was narrowly defeated Monday by the
Academic Senate.
The Student S~nate, not disagreeing with raising
the GP A to 3.2, said the proposal should be
modified because seniors entered the university
with the impression that a 3.0 GPA would be
needed to be an honor student.
The 1977-78 catalogue has no statement saying
the GP A for honors was subject to change, the
Student Senate said.
However. Senate members said they believed
that if this bill was passed that all changes to the
university catalogue would have to be
incorporated four years later and that this bill
would open the door for many legal consequences.
•••~.' . ·, '1

... ..\

By Norm Dupre
A windmill with blades that
parallel the ground and spins e_asily
in a 5 mph breeze has been bmlt by
students at Woodruff House for a
cost of less than $200.
"The windmill was actually built
last summer by a guy who used to
live here," said Jay T owrie, _a senior
who is the one responsible for
putting the windmill in operation.
'"He never had enough time to put
it up but I didn't have too much
academic work this semester so I
got some guys together and we
·
hoisted it up."
The students first put the
windmill up in February,
according to Towne, but had to
take it down four times since then
in order to make modificatins. It
was last p4t up a few days after
March break and has stayed up
since.
"The design of the rotor is
peculiar," said Towne, "it's vertical
rather than horizontal and can
catch the wind from any angle.
There's no need of a tail to move
the blades into the wind."
The design of the rotor, Towne
added, was for a pump machine.

Seelye was selected in 1974 ~o ~e
the first dean of Northern llhno1s
University's College of ProfesShe directed
sional Studies.
preparation of personal
procedures, curriculum, stu~ent
recruitment and retention,
budgets, and was the liaison with
University Offices,. the Board of
Regents, and the Illinois Board of
Higher Education.

This Saturday, April 25, the Maryknoll Sisters
will discuss Central America in Hamilton Smith,
room 127 at 7:30 p.m. The lecture is sponsored by
the Committee in Solidarity with the People of El
Salvador (CISPES) and the admission is a
donation at the door. For more information;
contact CISPES at 868-1841.

~ "~#,

Windmill 'catching the breeze'

Prior to her appointment,
Seelye was dean of the College of
Professional Studies and professor
of communication disorders at
Northern Illinois University at
DeKalb.

Brief
CEFS grant

Central America talk

...

The windmill hoisted by students of the Woodruff House min!-dorm ist11othing like those found in the Dutch
Country (Jonathan Blake photo).

"I am pleased that we have been
able to find an outstanding
educator and administrator to
assume the presidency of Keene
State College," . said Trustee
Chairman Richard A. Morse of
Manchester.

News

•...i

....... ,·

The Ford Foundation, sponsor of University of
New Hampshire research and public school
financing since 1977, has awarded the UNH Center
for Educational Field Services (CEFS) another
grant.
The $ I00 ,300 grant will be used to develop
comprehensive state and local revenue and
expenditure projections up to 1985.
.
In addition, the National Institute of Education
has awarded CEFS $99,901 for a 12-month study
of the interrelationships of school finance,
municipal finance and state and federal grants.
That study will be directed by UNH economists
Richard England and Michael Conte.

Child-Family Center
The University of New Hampshire ChildFamily Center will hold an open house on May
I from 2:00 to 3:30 for parents interested in ,
enrolling their children in next year's nursery
school programs.
For those interested, Cynthia Lewis of the UNH
Department of Home Economics has additional
information. She can be reached at 862-2146.
t"l

J',,_.

At present, however, the windmill
is not connected to a pump and the
energy generated has not been
harnessed.
-"We plan to have it drive a pump
to circulate water in our bioshelter," said Towne. The students
use the 12' by 20' bio-shelter," said
"We plan to have it drive a pump
to circulate water in our bioshelter," said Towne. The students
use the 12' by 20' bio-shelter to
grow . vegetables, herbs, and
experiment with hydrophortics.
"Right now, we need to find
some enthusiastic people who
would like to help work on this,"
Towne added. "There are going to
be some openings for this summer
and for next fall -iri Woodruff
House and we'd like to find some
students who would be interestd in
this kin.d of stuff."
The students expect the
windmill to be an integral part of
the bio-shelter. The bio-shelter, a
kind of mini ecological system, is
designed so that all parts of the
system work in harmony and

require as little human input as
possible.
"We used to have to work in
there every day and sometimes the
temperature would get up over 100
degrees," said Towne. "Now, with
the mechanical pump, we just have
to water the plants."
The students hope the windmill
will soon replace the mechanical
pump.
,
"The whole system is kind of
inefficient," said Towne. "We
didn't have the right materials."
The windmill, he added, was
built entirely from scraps and with
.a minimum of money
"We wanted to show that you
can build a windmill fairly
cheaply," said Towne, addmg,
"We'd love to replace the present
shaft (which has a tendency to
bend) with a 20'aluminum shaft.
With good materials, the windmill
would be much more efficient:"
The present structure was
designed after one built at the New
Alchemy Institute on Cape Cod.
WIND, page 17

Englis~ curriculum
has alternative to 401
By Brooks Rolston
pursu~ areas of his own mterest.
Every student at UNH, whether
"I'm interested in holistic health. I
c1 transfer, in DCE, or a freshman,
needed a contact for the interview
must satisfy the basic English
and the first person I asked knew
requirement by taking Freshman
who I could see," Simmons said.
English 40 I. Until this semester the
The healer is a 69 year old retired
51 sections of 40 I have followed
accountant who makes herbal
the same guidelines.
remedies. "He's self-taught and a
The development of ten special
lot of people have faith in him," he
sections of 40 l, under the direction
added.
of Assistant Professor of English,
Simmons made another contact
Les Fisher, has provided an
for a second assignment through
alternative.
his work as an Exeter realtor. He
One section is Cultural
profiled an 80-year-old retired
Journalism 401 G taught by a
school teacher "whose reflections
second year faculty-in-residence
on the past vividly show how much
Paula Ickeringill. The course is
society has changed."
modeled after the Foxfire learning
Joyce Giacomuzzi is the only
concept in which students explore
woman in the class. She thought
families, ethnic groups, and
the course description sounded
neighborhoods in order to collect
challenging and liked the idea of
oral history, folklore, and
interviewing. One of her pieces was
traditional culture.
on the childhood of Father
There are four students in the
Desmond of Thomas Moore
·class. According to freshman Dave , Catholic Church. Another feature
Gaskill, ·"It's the best course I've
piece described the annual reunion
had in thirteen years of school-which celebrates the cultural
especially for English._"
, heritage of the Portugese in her
During the first half of the
home town of Milford.
semester the course requirements
Massachusetts. "It's a time when
include three major articles: a howall the generations of the family get
to-do-it, a personality profile, and
together for a major feast and
a feature on an event. Along the
festival."
way students will fit in a one page
Mark Brackett is the fourth
filler developed from the idea of
student. "I talked to a man on his
"serendipity", which means
river fishjng experiences," he said.
finding something while looking
The man had been a fishing
for something else.
partner of Bracketfs grandfather.
For 25 year old Doug Simmons
"Half way through the piece
the course has allowed him to
EN GUSH, page 5
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Foc us on: plig ht
of El Salv ado r
By Bill Carey
Is El Salvador a vital U.S.
interest? Does the current regime
have the support of the people? Is
there a Soviet threat? Are the
reform programs legitimate in the
aim of helping the El Salvadoran
peasant? These are some of the
questions which were addressed in
a symposium of viewpoints that
took place in the Strafford Room
of the MU B yesterday.
U.N.H. professor of History
Hans Heilbronner called the level
of U.S. aid to El Salvador
"modest" The United States is
providing $90 million in military
and economic aid to the junta,
headed by Jose Duarte.
Heilbronner said that U.S. aid
came after the rebel forces had
received foreign assistance.
Heilbronner cited a democratic
value system, strategic interests,
and a Russian threat as reason for
the aid.
Professor Thomas Trout said
U.S. policy toward El Salvador is
searching for the "middle ground"
between the extreme right and the
left wing factions. He pointed to
post World War II Europe as an
example of the success which this
type of approach has had in the
past.
Nicholas Kozlov, a Ph.D.
student in political economy called
the notion of the Duarte regime
being the moderate caught
between the extreme right and left
a· "myth" perpetuated by U.S.
policy makers to justify
intervention.
Kozlov said that since the
overthrow of the repressive
Romero regime on October 15,
1979, the civilian junta had evolved
in four stages. He characterized

this process as a steaoy movemem
away from the initial prospects of
reform and democratiza tion
toward the corrupt and repressive
regime of today.
Within 2 1/2 months of the
junta's origin, it had lost 30 - 40
percent of its support, according to
Kozlov. He explained that the
Christian Democrat and Socialist
members of the junta were
gradually driven out by the right
wing factions.
"The revolutionary movement
in El Sal".ador was a passive
accumulation of forces in silence,"
The repressive
said Koslov.
actions of the junta "has forced
them to come out of that silence."
Professor Trout said that "El
Salvador has been wrapped in
rhetoric." He called the "hit list"
theory of Secretary of State
Alexander Haig "a delusion which
takes away from our ability to
work effectively".
Trout said that "moral
absolutes" should be avoided to
keep options open. "The right
thing is not always the effective
thing," said Trout.
Political Economy Professor
Marylin Power directed her
statement toward the U.S. backed
land reform program m El
Salvador.
Power said current conditions in
El Salvador are a result of social
unrest which has grown from the
social conditions of the country.
Power pointed out that 65 percent
of the people are landless. She
cited a lopsided distribution of the
land.
"Six families own more land
than 130,000 of the El Salvadoran
people," she explained.
FOCUS. pa2e· l7
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Nicolas Kozlov, Hans Heilbroriner, and Marilyn Power listen to what Thomas Trout has to say at the El

Salvidor Symposium in the MUB yesterday (Tim Skeer photo).

No trac es of was te fou nd
By L. Karen Holstrom
Tests completed at four sites,
two in College Brook and two
from Jackson Laboratory ,
revealed the levels of hazardous
waste substances below one part
per billion, according to a report
done by Normandeau Associates
of Bedford.
The report was reviewed by the
UNH Committee on Hazardous
Waste and Radioactive Material,
who met last week for the third
consecutive Friday.

Sur cha rge reb ate scra tche d
By Greg Flemming
No portion of the energy
surcharge will be ret.u rned to
students this semester because of a
lack of funds remaining in the
en~rgy budget.
"The cost of administering a
rebate would wipe out the money
to be rebated," explained John
Hose, executive assistant to
President Handler.
Approximatel y $42,000 remains
' in the energy budget, according to
Christy Houp is, chairperson of the
Student Senate Financial Affairs
and Administratio n Council.
However, the (igure will not be
definite until June, after all energy
consumption for the semester
ends.
Regardless, the cost of
implementing a rebate subtracted
from the estimated figure would
leave a rebate of less than $5.
Hou pis estimated that if a rebate
were implemented, it would be
approximate ly $3.30 for oncampus students, and $2.70 for offcampus students. Students who
live on campus pay a residential
energy surcharge each semester in
addition to the academic surcharge
that all students pay.
"If you're talking about $10 of a
$15 rebate, then it would be
feasible," Hou pis said, "but if
you're talking about $3.30 rebate,
it's just not a smart move."
Officials cited several reasons
for the use of almost all the energy
surcharge money, which is paid
each semester and spent only on
energy costs.
First, there was a decrease in the
residential surcharge from $84 to
$60 for this semester, and therefore
less money was contributed to the
fund. At Keene State and
Plymouth State Colleges, there
was no similar decrease, and the
students there will receive a rebate.
Also, the cost of implementing a
rebate is less at those colleges,
which are smaller than UNH.
Secondly. student ener~_y use·

mcreased this semester. Houp1s
said to issue a rebate when students
didn't conserve would be "a form
of negative reinforcement ."
Lastly, as projected, oil prices
increased substantially throughout

-

the year. OPEC oil cost $27 .75 per
barrel in September, and now costs
$36.50 per barrel, Houpis said.
"OPEC did pretty much what
we expected them to do," Hou pis
said regarding the price increases.

Prior to the AP investigation
and subsequent discovery of waste
disposal in the College Brook and
Jackson Lab, the committee had
not met for a year.
A few· weeks ago, a drain in the
Spaulding Life Science building
was reportedly leaking hazardous
materials into the brook rather
than the sewage system. The drain
was blocked immediatel y
following the discovery of the
seepage into the brook.

According to Phyllis Bennet of
the University Communicati ons,
the University will "look at permits
for what type of drainage is
allowed, what is allowed to be
dumped, and what isn't." Also
mentioned was the permanent
blockage of any drains leading
directly into the water.
Most drains lead into the sewage
system, which feeds directly to the
water treatment facility.

Normandeau tested for 31 prior
pollutants upstream at the railroad
tracks, in College Brook, and also
downstream past the Spaulding
Life Science buildi!lg.

In an effort to ensure that other
drains in campus buildings do not
leak into the brook, John Sander:s
and Patrick Miller of PPO&M
~ave ~een conducting building
mspect1ons. The report was not

The drainage area and dock at
Jackson Lab, also tested, revealed
no hazards. The materials were
believed to have entered Little Bay
from an overflowing holding tank.

completed at meeting time, but is
expected to be submitted May I.
All tests and the final building
report will be reviewed at that
time.

~

Pro fess or awa rde d
•
•
eng 1ne erm g med al

Sidney Darlington (above) was the recepient of the Medal of Honor
awarded by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.
Medal is shown below (Tim Lorrete photo).

By Mary Ellersick
· Sidney Darlington was awarded
the 1981 Medal of Honor by the
IEEE for "fundamen tal
c.ontributions to filtering and
signal processing leading to chirp
radar."
Darlin_gton has been an Adjunct
!'rofessor of Electrical Engineerm~ at UNH since 1971 _when he
rettred from Bell Laboratories. He
teach~s a. _graduate course on
~l.~~tncal circuits every other year.
bang~ but with a
.. Not with
chirp!" said Oarlington in
response to a question about the
name of the radar he invented.
Prior to his invention, the
frequency of the radar made a
sound like a "bang". His invention
modulated the frequency in such a
way that it sounded like a chirp,
and a colleague promptly named it
as such.
Darlington invented the pulse
compression ("chirp") radar in
1947. It was a spin-off from the
t~eor~tical study of pulse
d1stort1on over long wave guides.
A few years passed before radar
sophistication reached a point
where pulse compression was
needed, but since then it has been
widely used.
Because military security
prevented the publication of his
discovery. "Every year one of our .
young engineers (at Bell Labs)
would re-invent it," said

a

Darlington.
Darlington is also known as the
invei:itor of the Darlington
transistor; two transistors that act
as one for a high gain.
He modestly recalled that when
it ~as invented,"it was no big
deal"_. One_ ~f his colleagues
mentioned 1t in an article and
attributed it to Sidney Darlington
and the "Darlington transistor"
was born.
Associate Professor Phil Granz
tells a different story. "He went
home one weekend and thought it
up. came back Monday, and built
it."
Darlington was born in
!'ittsburgh in 1906, and he grew up
m New England. He received his
B.S. in Physics, Magna Cum
Laude, from Harvard in 1928. The
following year he received a B.S. in
Elect rica I E ngi nee ring from
M.I.T. He joined the Technical
Staff1 of the Bell Laboratories in
1929 and worked there until
mandatory retirement in 1971. ·
At that time, he moved from
~ew Jersey to Durham, where he
hves with his wife, Joan, and his
two. daughters. Darlington, a
grac101:1s and genial man, displayed
a replica of the medal he was
awarded in New York on April 6.
"Why they put a nude man and
woman on an engineering medal,
I'll never know." he said with a
AW ARD, page 8

Hamptori's drinking
ordinance tightened
By L. Karen Holstrom
Selectmen in the town of
Hampton have amended an
ordinance which prohibits ·
drinking in public to include any
open container of an alcoholic
be~erage.

According to Peter Smith of the
Hampton police, the amendment
ws necessary because "Before we
had to observe them drinking ...
now if it doesn't have a cap or it's
an open can, we consider it
drinking; therefore, it is a
violation."

The New Hampshire Gentlemen (George Newton photo).

l'he amended ordinance has
made a tremendous difference in

Gentlemen strive for· tradition
By L. Karen Holstrom
The New Hampshire Gentlemen
are an eight member traveling,
singing group. They sing anything .
from the Beachboys to
Renaissance, but their goals aren't
exclusively musical. In their semifraternity structure, their interests
lie in promoting UNH and a
collegiate spirit here at the
University.
The Gentlemen are in the third

year of their existence at the
University. According to David
Farrar, a founding member, the
group started, "because we wanted
to sing the kind of stuff not offered
by the University-barbershop
music and show songs."
"We performed at such astute
places as street corners, and a bar
in North Conway," Farrar said.
The Gentlemen have had better
engagements since then. They now

~---------------~----,
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the amounts of arrests. Because of
the difficulty in actually catching
someone drinking, · arrests were
rare. Since enforcing the
ordinance, which began on April 3,
there have been several hundred
arrests, according to police
reports.

do an average of 35 to 50 concerts
throughout the New England area.
They have appeared on the NBC
Today Show and a channel 11 art
segment.
_
On March 29, the eight men cut
In the early morning of April 3,
their first album. The New
seven people had been arrested
Hampshire Gentlemen Debut:
under the new ordinance.
1981 is due for a late spring release.
·Smith poi·nted- out that the
The group rehearses five hours ordinance was not to harrass
per week and performs about twice people but rather to, "get our teeth
per week, according to John into cont r o 11 in g a le oho l
Brighton, director of the group.
consumption."
Their majors are diverse as their
music style. Only one music major
"We need to get a handle on
is in the group. The rest range from controlling this crowd before the
biochemistry to economics.
summer is going full fledge," he
· said. "'We are in effect warning
GENTS, page 17them."
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ATTENTION:
All Sailing Club Members
IMPORTANT MEETING!
7:00 Monday at the MUB
32

Po,llanJ ..Av,. .:])011e,,

n _jJ.

Also Sailing Party This Sun.day
Call 868-1631 for details

03820

"We Cater with Class"

·:Delicious food for any Occasion:
:Extensive Menu:
:No Order too Small or Large:

Hi UNHer!
You may want to meet David Pheasant, Christian Science Counselor,
who is available when you need a friend-to talk to,-a question answerer.or a helper experienced in Christian Science.

We also Specialize in
Buffets-Parties-Weddings-Luncheons

742 - 2924

For Menu and More Information
Delivery Avail.iblc

, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ -.-i

Call:

.J

Why a Christian Science Campus Counselor?
A counselor is an experienced local brance church member appointed
by The Mother Church and sponsored by your Christian Science
Organization. He is here to support the college student, faculty and
college communtiy.

ANNKIEMEL
Author of Six
Best Selling Books
appearing in person
SATURDAY, APRIL 25
7:30 P.M.
DOVER
HIGH SCHOOL
AUDITORIUM
DURHAM RD., DOVER, NH
Ann Kiemel
Author of six hest selling inspimtional hooks and
fulltime lecturer, Ann Kiemel has inspired thousand~;
vith her simple message of God's 10\·e.
,

1

Currently lMng in Boston, Ann has completed seven
mamthons. including the prestigious Boston Marathon
nm April 20 and is currently im·oh·ed in building a
gymnasium for children there.

In the spring, said Smith,
Hampton tends to get school
crowds, drinking and raising hell.
At the end of the day, they leave.
For the residents, merchants, and
police, it is an ongoing problem of
noise, litter and unruly behavior all
summer long, day after day,
according to Smith.
The ordinance does not affect
private property. However, under
a disorderly conduct statute,
"lobbies and hallways of
apartment complexes are
public ... " Therefore, drinking on
an aparment balcony or porch, for
example, would be against the law.
This affects UNH Atlantic
residents, which Smith pointed out
had a tendency to drink, "as many
college students do."
"Most of them are not of legal
age, but are 18 and 19. The
intention of the law is to make
them not drink," Smith said.
"If they stay inside, we don't
care," he continued. "If they're not
bothering anyone, it's not our
concern. But when they start
carrying on, throwing bottles
down, and we get complaints, then
we do something."
People are experienced in the.art
of creating ways to drink in public,
according to Smith. He said he big
thing to do was put beer in a
McDonald's cup or use phony
labels on their beer cans.
"In the light you can tell it's beer,
plus the cup is worn out from being
used all day," said Smith. Smith
said they will not hesitate to go
over and check the contents of the
cup or can.
If arrested, the fine is $44.00. A
New Hampshire resident will be
released on a personal
recognizance bond. An out-ofstate person would have to post
$44 in cash bond.
Police are hoping enforcement
of the ordinance will reduce
rowdiness and drunken behavior
at Hampton Beach.

· Submit typed
letters
to the Editor
in Room 151
of the MUB.

A counselor holds office hours to talk over your application of
Christian Science to college life because he wants to help. There is no
charge for conversation unless you specifical~v request Christian Science
treatment.
How do you contact the Christian Science Counselor?
He holds office hours at the MVB (Memorial Union Building) in the
Hanover Room every 2nd and 4th Thursday from I 1:00 am to 2:00 pm
except during semester breaks or holidays.
On weekdays and anytime on weekends, you may call Rochester 3323262 for an appointment. Weekdays are best from 5:00 pm to 7:00 am.~
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changed and we started talking
about fly fishing. He was a funny
guy and I got a lot of good quotes
from him," Brackett said.
Bracketfs feature covered the
Old Home Day· celebration in
Hudson, New Hampshire. The
event takes place each August on
the grounds of the historical
society and celebrates the town's
history. His . article will be
published by his hometown
newspaper.
Dave Gaskill's feature was on
maple syrup production and in
particular on the producer, Cilley,
a Newmarket resident. "He was a
great guy. I've been back there
three times, had a pancake
breakfast, and he told me if I got an
A on the piece he'd give me a pint
of syrup," Gaskill said.
Gaskill did two personality
papers: one on a country doctor
and the other on an aide to
Governor Gallen. The latter
landed him a high paying summer
job in construction.
The class feels the re-writing
process is easier. "I don't have to
prod anyone to revise," Ickeringill
said. "The students have a vested
interest in their papers after
interviewing their contacts and a
built-in motivation to make these
papers their best."
Ickeringill, who also teaches a
regular section of 40 I and one of
50 I, feels that often freshmen don't
think they have anything valuable
to write about. "The Foxfire
concept allows them to develop
self-confidence through interviewing.and gives them meaningful
subjects."
"I've found it's much easier to
talk now. The first interview was
the hardest," Giacomuzzi said. She
has found, contrary to what she
believes, that people were eager to
talk.
The herbal healer was Simmons'
first subject. "He was shy at first
and so was I. I was afraid of
insulting him by asking dumb
questions, but I found looking at a
person you don't find much out
about them until you ask."

For the remainder of the
semester the students are working
on a final ' topical article that
includes historical research as well
as interviewing several contacts.
According to Ickeringill, "the
purpose of cultural journalism is
for the present generation to learn
about the past and preserve it for
the future."
"I feel like I'm learning more
getting out and talking to these
older people. I'm not that big on
history, but I like knowing what
they've done," Giacomuzzi said.

"This is a way to preserve social
history."
The small enrollment is due in
part to a lack of awareness about
the special sections and the course
descriptions required permission
of the instructor. "That kind of
scared people away only because
they didn't know what it meant,"
Ickeringill said. There were no
pre~equisites for any of the special
sections.
"People who know I have this
course wish they were here,"
Gaskill said.

In the Senate ...

THE ~.[J.'B
fl~O
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Residential life
The Student Senate passed a
iresolution Monday evening which
ecommends to the vice president
or student affairs to form a
committee to a s·s is t the
Department of Residential Life in
~lloc~tion ·of general dormatory
me item funds for minor repairs
rnd renovations. The resolution,
which passed with one objection,
rnd one abstention, recommends
hat the committee include
epresentatives from each
esidential area and a representaive from the Student Senate
Residential Life Council.

Zoo trip
The Senate granted $119 to the
Pre-Yet Club from the
Programming Fund Organization
to partially -fund a trip to
Stoneham Zoo and Tuft's School ·
of Yetinary Medicine. The motion
passed with four abstentions.

New committee
The Senate created an ad hoc
committee to re-evaluatre election
rules and procedures at the
University. ·
Appointed were
Richard Haggerty, Steven Bloom,
Michael Hemmert, Karen
Johnson, and Janet DiMillo.

Cameras
The Senate approved ar
expenditure of $1,500 by The Ne~
Hampshirefrom previous year'•
reserves to purchase varioU'
photography equipment
including camera bodies, lenses
flashes, a charge. and a tripod.

All. films show~ in the CarrollBelknap Rm, MUB, at 7:30 pm

April 28 "Taking Our Bodies Back"
This film is about the women's health movement;
gynecological exams, drug experimentation,
unnecessary surgery.

in

Master "Bartenders
School
84 Main Street
Newmarket, N .H. 03857

MEN 'S BASEBALL: vs. Fairfield. Brackett Field , I p.m.
Doubleheader.
JUNIOR RECITAL: Ellen Page, organ. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul
Cretive Arts Center, 3 p.m.
NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN SONG FESTIVAL: The
New Hampshire Gentlemen hoi;t the Middlebury D-8's, the
Bowdoin Miscellama and the New Hampshire Notables.
Sponsored by Office of Student Activities. Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. Admission: $2 per person.
MAR YKNOLL SISTERS IN CENTRAL AMERICA: Speakers,
Sister Margarita Jamias and Mary Duffy. Margarita worked with
Maura Clark, one of the nuns murdered in El Salvador. Sponsored
by Committee in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador. Room
127, Hamilton Smith. 7:30 o.m. Donat_ions accepted.

Mub Pub: Private Lightning returns. Sponsored by MUS0.8
.,

·-~·

SUNDAY, April 26
DRAMA IN THE CHURCH: Modern Drama Grew Out of the
Medieval Church. The Catalysts, a troupe of Covenant Players, an
International Repertory Company from California. Sponsored by
United Campus Ministry and Community Church of Durham.
Workshop on drania and music in worship, 2:30-4 p.m.; regular
service, 6 p.m., worship leaders will be the Catalysts. Both held in
the Community Church of Durham. Freewill Offering.
SENIOR RECITAL: CANCELLED. Donna Nystrom, trumpet.
Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Walkabout."Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7
and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO Film Pass.
CONCERT CHOIR: Concert. Cleveland Howard, director. Union
Congregational Church, P;terborough, NH, 7:30 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with oldies. 8 p.m. Cover charge 50¢.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL: vs. Providence. Women's Softball Field,
3 p.m. Doubleheader.
·
WOMEN'S LACROSSE: vs. Brown. Memorial Field, 3:30 p.m.
NEW/OLD CINEMA: "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"Room
I IO, M urkland, 7:30 p.m.
JOB HU NT 1981: Topics will include Preparing for Your Future,
Job Opportunities, and Career Market Trends. Speakers, Ed
Doherty, Career Planning and Placement, and Joan Milon,
Portsmouth. Sponsored by Ken Sweet, Communications. Forum
Room, Dimond Library, 7:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Preview. "What the Butler Saw", the
farce by Joe Orton, directed by Gilbert B. Davenport. Johnson
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission $1, at door
only.

TUESDAY, April 28

May 5 "Rape Culture" This film is a real
consciousness raiser ~because it puts rape m a
social context.

Tel. 649-3718

HOTEL ALUMNI SOCIETY MEETING & SEMINAR:
Sponsored by Hotel Administration Program, WSBE. McConnell
Hall, registration 9:30 a.m. ; meetings and seminars, 9:30 a.m.-4:45
p.m. Reception, Faculty Center, 5-7 p.m. for information , call 8622352.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE: vs. Massachusetts. Memorial Field, I

MONDAY, April 27

** * ]NIGHTS ONLY ***
AT THE MEADOWBROOK
THURS. - FRI. -SAT.

Men and women train for good paying
summer job opportunitic,
this
popular field. I.earn a trade youc:~n take
am\\hcrc. EYcning courses . Call in
C\~ning or write for brochure. Day
courses offered in summer . Tel. 65937 IX.

SATURDAY, April 25

p.m. Admission: students $3.50; non-students $4.50.

THE 8Gl'S

LEARN
BARTEND ING

MAY DEGREE CANDIDATES: Deadline for resolving
incompletes (for courses with approved extensions) from Semester
I, 1980-8 I.
GR ADU ATE RECITAL: Larry Lang, trombone. Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Cretive Arts, 8 p.m.
THE LAST HURRAH: Senior semi-formal dance, featuring Ben
Baldwin and the Big Notes. Sponsored by Senior Week Committee
and Student ambassadors to the Alumni Association. Granite State
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m.-midnight. Admission: $2.50 each
with positive ID. Tickets available: Senior Week Committee
· members, Student Ambassadors, or Memorial Union Ticket
Office.
MUB PUB: the Atlantics, Boston Band. Sponsored by MUSO. 8
p.m. Admission: advance $2; door $3.

p.m.

WOMEN'S CENTER
~ · FILM SERIES ~

R□CK

FRIDAY, April 24

May 12 "The Willmar Eight"

_Deals
with a banker's strike led by women, shown on
"60 Minutes" a few months ago.

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Naturalism. Philip E.
Nicoloff, English. Room 127, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
ART TALK: Carol Aronson, Art Department, will discuss
figurative art. Sponsored by Department of the Arts. R·o om
A218/2l9, Paul Creative Arts Center, 12:30 p.m.
MEN'S BASEBALL: vs. Maine. Brackett Field, I p.m.
Doubleheader.
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: "1981 Senior Bachelor of Fine
Arts Exhibition." An annual spring showing of graduating seniors
in the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree program. Exhibiting the results
of four years of work and study is a final requirement. Exhibits
include works by painters, sculptors, and printers. Opening
reception will be held today in the Galleries, Paul Creative Arts
Center, from 5-7 p.m. Regular gallery hours after this date through
May 13: Monday-Thursday,_10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday,
1-5 p.m.; closed Fridays and University holidays. Summer hours
after May 13: Monday-Friday, Noon-2 p.m.; Sundays 2-4 p.m.;
closed Saturdays and holidays. continues through July 2.
CONSUMER MINI-TOPICS SERIES: Communication Fog and
the Family. Speaker Wilburn Sims. And, Treatment Perspectives in
the Troubled Family. Speaker, Stephen Seeman. Sponsored by Phi
Upsilon Omicron. Room 308, Pettee Hall, 7-9 p.m.
WOMEN'S CENTER FILM: ••Taking Our Bodies Back"discusses
the women's health movement, gynecological exams, drug
experimentation, and unnecessary surgery. Carroll) Belkna_p
Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. Donations accepted.
. SWL LECTURE: The Customer is Always Right: A New Twist.
What can you do the next time you encounter a cranky salesperson
or grouchy waitress? Elaine Gagne, Ed.D., a specialist in human
resource development. Room 204, McConnell, 7:30 p.m.
MAN AND THE COMPUTER II SERIES: Computers in Control
,of Life Support Systems. in ~Space. , D~.• Ste.vtm Schwartzkopf,
IN ASA-Ames Reseai:c.h f~~RU'.-Yb)'lji,~A,~~
cf'mpu er ervrc:t.•~1fiott Alumni Center, 8 p.m.
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Notices

CLu·e s AND ORGANIZATIONS
PRE-VET CLUB FIELD TRIP: To Boston and
Stoneham Zoo. Saturday, April 25, Kari-van depot, 8
a.m. Admission: $5. For information call 862-2726 or
stop b·y Room 319 Kendall.
SOLAR ENERGY COALITION MEETING:
Mandatory meeting to discuss Sun Day, May 3.
Thursday, April 30, Room 19, Hamilton Smith, 12:30
p.m.

GENERAL
WENH-TV AUCTION EXHIBIT PREVIEW:
Antiques, art, and crafts donated to NH-TV Auction are
at the New England _Center through Tuesday, May 5.
Preview bids on items accepted at the New England
Center until 5 p.m., Tuesday, May 5.
WHALE WATCH ES: Offshore trips to the feeding
grounds of the great whales from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on June
6 and 7. Led by marine mammal specialist Scott Mercer.
Sponsored by the UNH Marine Mammal Project. Prior
registration required. For information, call 862-1792.
GAMES ROOM 8-BALL POOL TOURNAMENT:
Sponsored by Office of Student Activities. Sunday, April
26, Games Room, Memorial Union, IOa.m. Entryfee$l.
Register at Games Room desk. Trophies awarded.
STANDARD FIRST AID: An eight-hour standard first
aid course will be held on Saturday, May 2, in the ~ew
Hampshire Hall, starting at 9 a.m. For those needing
certification for summer employment. To make
reservations, call Mrs. Wooster 868-2339.

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Small group ministry meeting. Friday, April 24, Room
218, McConnell, 7:30 p.m. Other events: Daily prayer
meetings M,W,F, noon-I p.m. and T,Th 12:30-1:30 p.m.
Room 320, Memorial Union; Booktable T,W 11-2 p.m.
Memorial Union, and, various Bible studies (inquire at
any event).
SANE & CSD MEETING: Monday, April 27, Room
146, Common Office, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
SIMULATION GAMES CLUB: Open gaming Friday,
April 24, and Saturday, April 25, Carro!!/ Belknap
Room, Memorial Union. 6 p n, -rlcu:e.
SOLAR ENERGY COALITION MEETING:
· Mandatory. Thursday, April 30, Room 19, Hamilton
Smith, 12:30 p.m.

IN SERVICE TRAiNING
WORKING WITH MANY BOSSES: Budgeting time,
setting and requesting prioriti~s,. ne2otiating work
requests, and coping with conflicting demands. Kate
Hanson, instructor. t-naay, May I, New England Center
Administration Building, 8:30 a.m.-noon. Admission
$10. Prior registration required; call 862-1183.
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF YOUR EDUCATIONAL
BENEFITS SEMINAR: Information on academic
programs offered, special student and admission policies.
registration, tht: Colh:ge Level Exammatton Program,
etc. Wednesday, April 29. Grafton Room, Memorial
Union, 3:30-4:30 p.m. Prior registration required; call
862-1183.

ACADEMIC
THE BERLIN CONNECTION: Three-week study visit
to Berlin, May 25-June 14. Sponsored by
AMLL/Ocrman. Contact Denis M. Sweet, 862-1218, or
stop by Murkland, Room 15. Required deposit: $!00.
WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN
BUSINESS OR ECONOMICS: Educational and career
· opportunities available for interested people. Sponsored
by Liberal Arts Advising Center. Wednesday, April 29,
Strafford, Room, Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m.

·,~---------------------------------------#
STUDENT SENATE

Applications Available for-

*Personnel Officer
*Public Information Officer
For further information and applications contact
Student Senate Office, Rm. 130

Application Deadline: Tuesday April 2~ 5:00
Full Scale
Sandwiches and Burgers

RIVERWORKS
TAVERN

. Daily Seafood
-Specials-

FOR 15% DISCOUNT

ADMIT TWO
Good through June 1st
(Exclusive of Alcohol)
with this ad!

J

.HOURS: 3:00 - 12:00 weekdays
3:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. weekends

882-2293
"someone to talk to"

-Guaranteed. loans
could change in Fall
"
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By Lori Alexander
interest payments to the lender.
Conflicting .proposals and _The government also pays the
difference in interest ( once the
varied options have made the
student is out of school) between
future of the Guaranteed Student
the 9 percent rate and the
Loan Program highly unpredicprevailing market rate.
table, according to Richard Craig,
The income cap, removed in
director of Financial Aid.
1978 with the enactment of the
Under the current Higher
Middle Income Student
Education Loan Plan (HELP), the
Assistance Act, would reduce the
New Hampshire version of the
number of students eligible to
Guaranteed Student Loan
receive loans.
Program, students may obtain a
With the program now being
loan to help defray educational
available to virtually everyone,
costs from approximately 105
Craig said that one potential
individual banks and lending
problem is that its attractiveness to
institutions in the state.
Unlike all the other forms of the lenders is reduced.
"If a lender has to make a great
financial assistance, these loans are
deal of small loans to borrowers,
not awarded on the basis of need.
his costs are increased. It might
They carry an annual interest
dee re a ~e hi~ willingness to
charge of 9 percent on the unpaid
balance (7 percent for previous
participate in the program," he
said.
borrowers) and the normal payback period is 10 years following
While the Edu ·c ational
Amendments last year brought
graduation.
According to Craig, it is difficult about the institution of parent
to balance the regulations of the
loans under the program, Craig
program. '"Student eligibility and
said that this is only in theory.
Craig said that the Reagan
attractiveness of the program to
Administration is proposing that
the lenders must be closely
balanced off," he said.
the parent loan program go
Craig said that roughly 5000 forward, but with the interest rates
students at UNH have received a at the prevailing market rate rather
Guaranteed Student Loan, with than at the initially _proposed 9
percent.
awards totalling slightly under $9
"This way, the loans will be
million. He also said that there has
been no cut-back on the available to the parents, but will
reduce the number of loan
. participation of the lenders for this
year. That could be subject to applicants. And of course, the
change, however, after the lenders would appreciate the
market interest rate," he said.
beginning of the Fall 1981
semester.
If a student cannot find a bank
Some of the proposed changes that will supply him with loan,
in the program have been to the New Hampshire Higher
eliminate the interest subsidy and• Education Assistance Foundation
to ·restore an income cap to the in Concord will inform him of the
Guaranteed Access Program
loans.
The interest subsidy includes (GAP).
two aspects. First of all, the
This program is designed to
p r o ~ r ,a m a l l o w $ f o r n o ·nsure that students will have.
accumulation . 6("- interest during access to student loans under the
the period the student is in school. .. Federal Government's Guaranteed
The federal government makes
LOANS, page 7
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\ continued from page 1)
be 800 at most."
Edmund said that in the future,
"We could simply not grant
permits or require applicants to
post a $1,000 performance bond
bef?re granting permits if local
police feel that parties are
uncontrollable."
T~e three remaining block
parties for this semester must abide
by the new_ permit _guidelines.
Lambda Chi Alpha has a party
scheduled for April 24 and 25
S~gma Beta for May l and 2, and
P1 Kappa Alph~. will host a party
.
on May 8 and 9.

Sigma Beta had received a
permit prior to imposition of new
guidelines but they must _still abide
by them according to Edmund.
Failure to abide by the eight
guidelines will cause denial of
party permits for next semester, or
the necessity of posting $1,000
performance bonds, in addition to
criminal prosecutions carried out
by the town or state.

autonomous, but that now they are
expected to contribute more to the
University community.
"We have a serious, intense
commiti:nent to the Greek system,"
he continued, "It's not negative,
but rather positive."
"This is the first time since I've
been a Greek (one and a half years)
that we've come together," said
Charles Temple, vice-president of
~~ppa Sigma fraternitv.
Temple indicated that he found
the meeting to be constructive. He
specifically mentioned discussion
_of_ the concept of block parties and

A New Copy ShOP

Kappa Sigma voluntarily
concelled their outdoor party
Easter weekend and "requested
that we be ab_le_to make money in a
more pos1t1ve community
manner," said Temple.
. "W~en asked if he thought the
s1tuat1on would get such taht block
parties would not be allowed
Temple answered, "I don't know if
it will get that severe. We weren't
told ~ot to have Jhese parties; we
were JUst told to tone it down."

SOFT CONTACT LENSES

If you need high-quality copies in a hurrv ...
If you need large documents copied
or reduced to a convenient size ...
If you need 2-sided copies ...
Instantly sorted and collated into sets ...
If you need resumes & theses

( continued from page 6)
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The leader in soft lens science.

Jenkins Court, Durham
868-7031

ARE THEY FOR YOU?

two machines, featuring
the "Xerox Miracle Machine"

The Answers

We Can Help You Find
Because we believe that the health of your eyes
should not be compromised and to provide the
highest quality of care; we carry only the most advanced contact lenses available today.

INSTANT COPIES
WHILE YOU WAIT
The
New
HampShire

such incidents surrounding them.~

·•NOW OPEN ·

--LOAN--Student Loan Program.
According to the Financial Aid
office: .. GAP will provide
Guaranteed Student Loans, when
needed and in the amount needed,
to students enrolled in good
standing and making satisfactory
progress in postsecondary
programs on at least a half-time
basis. The GAP program now
covers New Hampshire residents
attending approved postsecondary
institutions in-state or out-of-state
and will cover non-residents
attending New Hampshire
postsecondary institutions."

that it was a warped picture to give
to rushees.
Many of the fraternities depend
on outdoor parties, more
specifically that of alcohol-related
functions for revenue. Onore
expressed his desire to find
alternative ways for fraternities to
make money.
Student Activities Program
Advisor Chuck Cleaveland also
said the meeting was a step
towards "integrating the Greek:k
system into the University." .
Cleaveland said fraternities had
a history of being semi-

Call for more information and in-office trial.

WE OFFER:
*complete eye· exam with each fitting
*full service contact lens can:
*new FDA approwd softlcm, for extended wear
•~atisfaction guaranteed

Opening Special
per Copy (8½xl I)

Memben American Optomecrlc Association
and N.H. A11ociallon of Optometrisls

DR. ALIE & MENARD
476 Central Ave.
Dover, N.H.

Mon-Fri 8:30-6:00
Sat 8:30-1:00

742-5719

_____________

Mon. Tues, Thurs. Fri. 9-5

PICK UP AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE

,

Sat 9-12

Jenkin~ Court
Durham, N.H.
868-1012

Mon. Thurs. Fri. 9-5
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Empo rium India
THE ~.(J.'S
THE BGJ'S

R□CK fl~[) R□ll f□R

Main St. Durham

WINNERS OF THE UNH
"BATHE OF THE BANDS"
MEADOWBROOK INN TONITE

Our Lease Expires May 30th
PROBLEM

HAIR?
See
the professionals

Great Discounts on All Full Priced Merchandise

For your summer wardrobe needs ...
29 Main St
Durham
Mon-Sat 9-5:30
Thurs & Fri 9-7:00

Hours 10:00-5:00 Monday-S aturday
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TH-IS SUMME:R GE:T CLOSE:R
0 NATURE: IN
,

· I

Crmon

!~~~1:esfi~ds~fo~~1:~till
watershed, Johnson State
College's 1,000 acre
Babcock Nature Preserve

~!~o~~~~~~~

gain field
experience. The Preserve combines the advantages of a large
field station with the convenience of well-equipped
laboratories and the support facilities of the campus.
Our program (May 18-July 11) offers 2 week
intensive courses in Field Ornithology,
Green Mountains Natural History,
Aquatic Plants, Field Mammalogy,
Watershed Dynamics, and
Environmental
Conservation Education.
Give yourself some
credit this summer.

-------BAN-----( continued from page 1)
District Courts, three of which
·have found the ·band unconstitutional. Brown said Senate Bill 63
takes care of other five terms
previously found unconstitutional.
A ban recently passed in Nashua
is being appealed to the U.S. I st
District Court of Appeals in
Boston after U.S. District court
Judge Shaine Divine found the law
constitutional.
Dover Poiice Chief Charles
Reynolds said the law is
.. absolutely" enforceable. An

unenforceable paraphernalia law
'"is the big lie of the paraphernalia
industry," he said.
The confiscation of paraphernalia falls under the rules of search
and seizure in which an officer with
probable cause can obtain a search
warrant.
Kolling papers, it believed to oe
used with drugs, can be classified
as drug paraphernalia, Reynolds
said. Residue is also not required
to be present for confiscation and
conviction of possession of
paraphernalia, he said.

Capitolism
Spring 1981
The Games Room Semi-Annual

Tournament
8-Ball Pool

lives. ·

Starting June 12, be a Capitalist when
you fly from Boston to Brussels or NewXork
or from New York to Frankfurt, Los Angeles,
or San Juan.
Fly Capitol Airways. Our non-restricted
fares are the lowest of any airline. Which
means you can save a bundle and still leave
and return whenever you please.
And, our service is as good as our fares
are low. You'll fly on comfortable jets with
complimentary meals and beverages.
So fly Capitol. Check our fare box for
proof that Capitol ism is right on the money.

Possession of paraphernalia
where prohibited is a violation of
the law with a mandatory fine of
approximately $100.
Helen Jobin, president of
Dover's 500 member Concerned
Citizens Against Alcohol and
Drug Abuse, said that children are
receiving conflicting messages
fro·m parents and the "drug
culture", and that this bill will
provide one clear message to
youths.
"Kids see these bongs in the
shape of frisbees and space guns,
attractively displayed, not only in
he~d shops but in malls. these
scavengers feeding on these youths
give a message to kids tfiafdrugs .
are an OK thing to do, "said Jobin:
Jobin said she began her war
against drugs when she realized
four of her five children were using
drug<; . hut <.~id children are now

"drug free."
Shelia McDonough, chairperson of the National
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML) said
she believes the ban will become
law because public opposition is
minimal.
"People are·n•t ready to admit
thev smoke pot because it exposes
them to a lot of ridicule," said
McDonough.
According to Joseph Diamont,
director of the state's office of
alcohol and drug abuse
prevention, the bill will not
decrease drug use and that money
should be used to fight the social
and cultural causes of drug abuse.
Outlawing brass knuckles did not
eliminate assault and this bill will
not eliminate drug use, he said.
Diamond, however. is in favor of
the bill.

CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
. ·o R CAPITOL AT 800-223-6365.

t·
I.
·-------------------·
I
Non-restricted, round trip, e~onomy class from
Boston.

I

I

DESTINATION

CAPITOL"

OTHER"

SAVINGS

I

:

Brussels

$529

$824

$295

:

I

New York

$72

$78

$6

I

I

Fares stibject to change.

•-------'-----•
11am, Sunday, April 26
Open to All UNH Students
Registration: Games Room Desk, MUB
EntryFee: $1.00
Trophies Awarded to Top Two Finishers

.

·-------------------

_,we-1~.
suPERoc-e'.0 1ght on the money.

STUDENT SENATE
Applications now available for following Paid
Executive Board Positions:
Chairper~ons of:

* Commuter Council
* Academic Council
* Student Activity Fee Council
* Student Services Council
* Residential Life Council
* Financial Affairs and Administration
Ap11li<·ntions Arnilable in Student Senate Offire Rm 1.10, MUB
Applirntion Deadline 5:00
Tuesday April 28, 1981

( continued from page 3) ·

I

CAPITOL AIRWAYS

*- Students for the University Council

-AWARDgrin. The original medal, made of
solid gold. rests in his safe-deposit
box. ''I'm leaving it there for the
children to melt down." said
Darlington.
In 1952. he and J.H. Felker
designed what was probably the
first transistor operational
amplifier. The invention of the
"Darlington transistor" was a byproduct of this. It included a
proposaJ to combine the two
transistors on a single crystal. now
called a "chip".
In 1955, Darlington proposed a
radio-inertial guidance system for
launching ballistic rockets. After
very impmtant modifications by
laboratory people. it became the
Bell Laboratories--Western
Electric Guidance System. which
launched many U.S. satetlites.
-Darlington is a Fellow and now
Life Member of IEEE. the
Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers. which has
220.000 members. He is an
Associate Fellow of AIAA. a
member of the National
Academies of Engineering ( 1975)
and Science ( 1978). In 1972. he
received the Prize Paper Award of
the IEE Circuit Theory Group and
in 1975. he received the IEEE
Edison Medal. He is the author of
many technical papers and holds
about 50 patents for his inventions.
After a !ifetime spent at Bell
Telephone Laboratories,
Darlington smiled when he was
asked if he got a break on his
phone hills. "Not at all. "he replied.

The
New Hampshire
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MAY 1981 DEGREE
CANDIDATES
A list of those students who have filed an
intent-to-graduate card for the May 1981
graduation is now posted on the bulletin
board in the basement of Thompson Hall. If
you wish to graduate in May and your name
does not appear on the list please come into
Room BA, Thompson Hall.

A SOLAR EIERBY fESTIUAL!

Today is the last

*Outdoor Concert:
By Hook or By Crook
Secondhand Rose
Bill Morrissey
*Solar
Taylor Whiteside
Last Chance String Band

da_y an intent-to-graduate card ·w ill be
accepted

for

the May

·2 4,

1981

graduation.

*Speakers:

Energy Displays
*Ear.th ball

Dr. Fred Manassa:· 'Photovoltaics'
Qr. V.K. Mather: 'Solar Power Towers'

COMMENCEMENT

WHERE- UNH East West Park (beside MUB)
WHEN - Sunday, May 3, 1-5 pm
RAIN? - Strafford Room

MAY 24th, 1:30 p.nt.

FREE ADMISSION
Sponsored by Solar Energy Coalition

~IJ76

Luncheon Special
(week of 4pril 27)
Cheese-Stuffed M anicotti
$2.50
with small salad
Don't Forget Afternoe:n Coffe~
Serving Desserts & Appetizers:
from 2:00-4:00 Sun.-Fri.
Lunch Sun-Fri 11:30-2:00 p.m.
·Afternoon coffee Sun-Fri 2:00-4:00
Dinner Sun-Sat 4:00-9:00 p.m.
Weekly Specials

We Now Are Serving Cappucino

Located at
56 Main Street
D urham ~ ·. -.

"Not only a fondue' restaurant."
Cut this out for

I----------------------~,
Luncheon Special, .Mon-Fri 1
I Teriyaki Breast of Chicken !
1with

I

I

french fries or baked -potato
$1.95 · '.
1

-------~--------------¥

Prime Rib Fri & Sat $8.95

Entertainment Nightly
This Weekend: Tim Steinwach
Backgamm on Tournament
Every Wed. 8:00 pm
l\(lastercharge / Visa / Amer ican Express

i
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Univer·sity Forum
Val Dusek
If you'r e so damn smar t, why ain't you rich?
Or : Is I.Q. heredita ry and does it matter?
In periods of liberal optimism, 1.Q. is commonly
believed to be environmentally determined. In periods of
economic downturn or of conservative rule, I.Q. is
commonly believed to be genetically determined.
Recently the popular media have been flooded with
stories about Thomas Bouchard's Minnesota twin study.
Anecdotes from the extensive study concerning odd
similarities of some of the twins are reported in the media.
There are for instance, a pair of German males whose
mother a~d father separated. One was raised as a Nazi.
The other was raised by his father as a Jew. The fact that
both wear shirts with epaulets and think it funny to
sneeze in elevators is appealed to as evidence that twins
reared apart in different environments manifest
hereditary personal traits. Yet the twins were raised by
father and mother, respectively, both in a German
cultural family environment. That they have similar
tastes in clothing and humor might be accounted for by
cultural similarities of father and mother. Never-theless
Bouchard is quoted to the effect that he is convinced of a
strong hereditary influence in intelligence and that his
German twins supply "devastating" evidence against
feminism, because one twin was raised by women and the
other by men. But one may wonder whether the
premature conclusions on the part of the author of the
not-yet-complete study and the wide media play these
conclusions have received reflects a bias.
I became concerned as a teacher with the debate
concerning the genetic vs. the environmental
determination of I.Q. when a student told me how she took
a course in which there were readings on "both sides" of
the I.Q. debate. The "two sides" she had been presented
were the views of Richard Herrnstein of Harvard
University and of H.J. Eysenck of the University of
London. However both these men agree that 1.Q. is
primarily determined by genes. They differ only on the
social differences in 1.Q. Eysenck emphasizes hereditary
racial differences in I.Q., while Herrnstein emphasizes a
tendency toward inherited 1.Q. differences between social
classes. Herrnstein is a liberal. Eysenck is an
ultrareactionary. The latter is on the boards of European
"race science" journals, such as Nouvelle Ecole in France
and gave an exclusive interview to Beacon, a Nazi journal
considered extremist even by the British Fascist National
Front. During recent racial tensions in London, school
children were handed a National Front pamphlet with a
section stating "The Racial Equality Lie; Tell the Red
Teacher that Top Scientist Like Jensen and Eysenck Say
this is Rubbish."The UNH student who had heard"both
sides" was a bit better off than these British students, but
had not heard the extensive criticisms of the studies that
, purport to show that 1.Q. differences are genetic.
My theses are: 1) Major studies purporting to show
inheritance of I.Q. have turned out to be either fraudulent
or flawed. 2) The inferences made from inheritance of
l.Q.within groups to the hereditary nature of 1.Q.
differences between groups commit statistical fallacies.
Hence, even if there are valid studies in the area
mentioned in number l, the conclusions drawn
concerning hereditary racial differences do not follow. 3)
Even if hereditary racial or group differences in 1.Q. were
a reality, this would not entail the policy conclusions
concerning treatment of blacks which are frequently
drawn from them. 4) I.Q. does not measure all of the
'"intelligence," let alone the skills of judgement which are
relevant to political wisdom. Hence corn lusions from the
hereditary nature of I.Q. to the desira, 1ility of rule by
those with high I.Q.s are invalid.
The major studies upon which Eyser. ck and Jensen
base their conclusions concerning the hereditary nature
of 1.Q. and hereditary race differences in 1.Q. are those of
Sir Cyril Burt. Burt was the tyrannical editor of the
influential British Journal of Statistical Psychology for
many years and controlled the evaluation and acceptance

Val- Dusek teaches philosophy and logll:' at the
University.

of papers on this topic. He made some of the largest I. Q. _
studies of identical twins reared apart in different
environments. His "twin studies" were moreover the only
ones which had quantitative data on the socioeconomic
status of the homes in which the twins were reared.
However in the last four years much of Burt's data has
been found to be cooked, fudged, and downright
fraudulent. Burt appealed to studies with research
assistants who were found not to exist, to be figments of
Burt's imagination. He is also now widely believed to
have invented the data in his later studies. The data fits ·
the distributions so perfectly that the likelihood that it
was really empirically collected rather than "cooked" is
very small. The charge of outright fraud is wellestablished only for Burt's later work, but it casts doubt
on his earlier surveys as well. In his earliest work he
concluded that Jews and women had hereditarily inferior
I.Q.s to W.A.S.P.s and men, which is now not generally
believed to be true. He also referred to his non-W.A.S.P.
subjects as "monkeys," which suggests some bias with
which he approached his task.
There are other twin studies, although these are either
less extensive or lack consistent socioeconomic data and
controls. But even if these other twin studies are valid,
they do not justify the conclusions which Jensen drew
concerning genetic 1.Q. differences between groups.
There are difficulties with inferring the hereditary nature
of between-group variance from within-group hereditary
variance. There are also considerable differences between
the analysis of variance and the analysis of causes.
Richard Lewontin, a Harvard geneticist, pointed out
these statistical fallacies in Jensen's work. Lewontin
himself certainly has a Marxist bias in contrast to
Jensen's association with the German "race science"

journal Neue Anthrolpo/ogie and the French "new right"
journal mentioned above. But Lewontin's and others'
statistical criticisms were sufficient to force Jensen to
abandon his original methodology. Jensen's latest tome,
Bias in Mental Testing, merely shows the association of
the different measures of "intelligence," but does not
show that the vector which resolves the various aptitude
tests, Spearman 's g-factor. is a rt>~ lity It depends simply
on a choice of axes, and is more a matter of mathematical
conyention than a real entity.
But even if Jensen and Burt were correct about
hereditary racial differences, the policy implications
drawn from this alleged fact do not follow deductively.
Hume long ago argued that an "ought" can never
logically follow from an "is," and, on simple cases such as
this, even modern philosophers' qualifications of Hume's
point are irrelevant. 1.Q. differences do not directly entail
giving up on educational efforts for the less advantaged.
Indeed, even the purported factual situation is not such as
to yield many of the policy conclusions drawn from it.
William Shockley, Nobel Prize winning engineer of
recent sperm-bank fame, has claimed that people are
"color coded" for intelligence-. But this is hardly the case.
The given 1.Q. distributions of blacks and whites differ by
at most 15 points on the average. But they overlap to such
an _extent that many blacks have higher I.Q.s than most
whites, and many whites have lower I.Q.s than most
blacks. Thus color alone is a flawed guide to 1.Q. on the
individual level.
Furthermore, all the above has assumea 1.Q. does
measure "intelligence." Psychologists often say that "1.Q.
tests measure what 1.Q. tests test." Only a naive use of
operationalism demolished by philosophers of science
decades ago would justify the leap from I.Q. to our
broader notions of intelligence. 1.Q. tests correlate
negatively with creativity tests. A large study by
Christopher Jencks and others concluded that 1.Q. does
not in itself strongly predict business· success when
· corrected for initial social class standing. The Am~rican
jibe "If you're so damn smart why aren't you rich?"
exhibits the widespread assumption that wealth is
distributed on the basis of intelligence. This, plus the
identification of intelligence with I.Q., and the claim that
I.Q. is inherited, leads to a view that society distributes
wealth in accord with biological superiority. However
neither artistic nor enterpreneurial innovativeness seem
to be tested for by I.Q. tests. The skills that they do test
for are those relevant to a docile, white collor labor force
following instructions in performing their mental labor.
This gives 1.Q. a socializing role in a bureaucrative
society.
However those, such as the French "New Right," who
look for rule by a biological elite of high 1.Q., or William
Buckley, who once suggested that votes be distributed on
the basis of 1.Q., make a simple pseudo-scientific errnr in
identifying political wisdom with what 1.Q.tests measure.
This error is particularly ironic when it is made by those
conservatives who wish to hark back to ancient wisdom
and to reject the modern technocratic liberal state.
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson had advisors known as
the "whiz kids" who were noted for their high
technocratic intelligence. They gave us U.S. policy during
the Vietnam War, inflationary financing, and a series of
dom~stic social programs whose difficulties and
inefficiencies are now evident for all to see. I.Q. and
puzzle-solving intelligence are not identical with practical
judgement relevant to politics.
1.Q. puts all the diversity of human intelligence on a
single, linear scale. It is the way for a bureaucratic society
to give a uniform measure to white collar intellectual
labor-power. In a creative and fully free society,
intelligence would be recognized on many dimensions, of
which 1.Q. would be at most one. Is 1.Q. inherited? I have
argued that it is not, but should also add that even if it is,
it would not matter for the social issues with which it is
currently connected.
MEMORANDUM

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

MEMORANDUM

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

April 24, 1981
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"The weird thing about UN1I is that it's
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On de1noµstrations

...,

Professor Gordon has taught inter'!a.tional politic~ and
American foreign policy at V NH smce 1?7 I. He 1s the
author of many articles and three books m that field.

•

Edited by Dennis Cauchon

Frftnk McCann
The Reagan-Haig policy in El Salvador
t

The current hullaballoo on campus about El Salvador,
while encouraging because of the interest in American
foreign policy that it reflects, is not all pleasing. And
while I hardly want to leap to the defense of the Reagan
Administration, one does not have to be a supporter of
Haig· or Reagan to recognize that there may-there just
may--be a problem for us in Latin America. The evidence
for that is rising, and one hopes that the demonstrations,
the campus protests; and the .. no more Vietnam" slogans
will lead people to look into what- is happening.
But our history in that regard is not encouraging. It is
easier to demonstrate than it is. to learn, and it is certainly
more quickly gratifying. Demonstrations were, after all,
what ultimately succeeded in bringing down the French
in their Vietnam war, and that was probably a good
thing. But in all the demonstrations that took place in the
United States, how often was it noted that Ho Chi Minh
was not simply a kindly grandfatherly figure with a
pleasant chinwhisker--that he was instead a Stalinist
dictator of forty years' experience. Or was it recalled that
his party in Hanoi had brought about the execution of
thousands of peasants in North Vietnam-years before
any American involvement was thought of--because
those peasants refused to give up their land to the State?
And how many demonstrations have there been in the
years since the American departure, when the vict~rio1;1~
North Vietnamese have expelled--for a forced-pnce m
gold of $2500 each-hundreds of thousands of
Vietnamese-Chinese--whose only crime is that they are
Chinese? Vietnam has undertaken the largest forceddeparture since Hitler evicted the Jews. Vietnam's actions
have resulted in the deaths at sea of thousands of its own
people--all in the name of socialist reform. And
Cambodia, also in the name of sociatist revolution, saw
the mass-murder by brutal hacking-to-death of anyone
thought not to be a good enough Communist. All this too
in the name of revolutionary communism arid socialism,
and with no recalling on campus that it was precisely t~at
sort of government to which the American effort had
been opposed.
Now I-don't suggest that anything like that is yet faced
in Latin.America. But I do suggest that before leaping to
the conclusion that every revolutionary effort to _the
South of us is right, and that every government is
altogether wrong, those who demonstrate should also
think. The fact of the matter, of course, is that in so many
of the Latin American states the government is
oppressive; that it is led by militarists who will resist to
the last the needed reforms that will allow a people to
hope and work, and not take up arms. And the fact also is
that in so much of Latin America the unevenness of
income distribution is a scandal, and that poverty is the
rule for the largest proportion of the people.
Those, after all, are the ingredients for discontent and
even for revolution: people with little material well-being,
and an elite that creates and dominates the government,
in order to perpetuate itself. But none of that is to say that
we, here in the U.S., can blind ourselves to the fact that it
is the Soviet Union, and its henchmen throughout the
world, who exploit that explosive mixture in order to
come to power themselves. And when they do take
power, as Poland, Czechoslovakia, Vietn~m, and Cu~a
itself all demonstrate, it can hardly be said that there 1s
real improvement. For communist governments
represent both an economic failure in every case, and an
oppressive political dictatorship that is no less awful and
no less corrupt, than that which it .. replac~d." . ·
.
That is the problem posed by revolution 1!1 Latm
America, and it is compounded by t~e fact th_a t m every
instance where the USSR has been involved m order to
.. help" people, that peoples' energies, th~ir location, ~nd
their resources, are turned to the service of Russian_
national interests. Vietnam has learned that lesson: it
receives .. aid" each day from the USSR to the tune of$3-5
million, but its staggering economy is in hock to Mo~c.o_w,
and it now finds that it must make its harbor facilities
available to the Soviet Pacific fle~t. Cuba has learned the
lesson even more forcefully. Its young men die in many
locales, but especially in Africa, for causes that have little
to do with the freedom of Cubans. The numbers of dead
and wounded Cuban soldiers are a scandal, and the
numbers are not reported in Havana-nor the de~d
buried with public awareness-for fear that the truth will
out. And the economy, which under the American
imperialists was tied to sugar and gambling, is now _tie~
to ... sugar, and this must be sold to Moscow. This is
progress?
I have no doubt that there are many in El Salvador, in
arms against the government, who are convinced that
their cause will not be taken over by Moscow. But who,
once he has Soviet help, has been able to maintain
genuine independence afterwards? Not Nicaragua, whose
new government a'iisured us that it would not become
pro-Soviet. Yet in the ~ake of the Soviet i_nvasio~ of
Afghanistan--an unquestioned a~t of aggress101:1 agamst
an already communist stat"" · ~at virtually the entire world
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University Forum
Bernard Gordon

i

El Salvador--the Savior- the name that symbolizes
peace and salvation has become a symbol of hatred,
violence, and the international power struggle. For over a
century it has been a land where an oligarchy of a few
thousand people have lived well at the expense of the
mass of uneducated and landless. In ·a population of
5,000,000, the few thousand owned 60 percent of the
farmland, all of the banks, and most of the industry.
Among them they divided 50 percent of the national
income. El Salvador had been a place so inconsequential
that even when its neighbors Nicaragua (in the 1920s) and
Guatemal~ (in the 1950s) suffered American
intervention, Washington left it undisturbed, secure in
the knowledge that the oligarchy and the· military,
through whom they ruled indirectly, maintained
stability.
In El Salvador, with the most rigid class structure and
worst income inequality in Latin America, the oligarchy's
primary political objective has been preventing open
class warfare. It has done this via frightful repression. In
1932 it suppressed a massive peasant upnsmg that tett
some 30,000 dead, permanently mutilating the
Salvadorean political culture. Even moderate opposition
calls forth the spector of 1932 in the minds of the
oligarchy and their military allies. Since then reformist
efforts--in 1948, 1960, 1972, 1977, and 1979--have come
to naught because the oligarchs prefer a secure
authoritarianism to the uncertainty of open elections. It
is important to understand that each failed attempt at
reform involved some military officers, who were
subsequently marginalized or eliminated. As a result the
army officer corps became steadily more conservative,
more committed to violent repression.
That repression reached a significant legal level in 1978
with the Law for the Defense and Guarantee of Public
Order that outlawed opposition in any form and allowed
arrest for mere suspicion of opposing the government.
The government permitted, and sometimes sponsored,
right-wing paramilitary groups, such as the White
Warriors, the White Hand, and ORDEN, that conducted
a reign of terror. The urban middle and working classes
and the peasants in the countryside were either cowed
into silence or driven to join guerrilla bands that took
shape during the 1970s.
By mid-1978 the only voice of opposition not silenced
was that of Archbishop Oscar Romero. Though his
fellow bishof?s held their tongues, he and parish priests
and nuns fired with the spirit of Vatican II and Pope Paul
Vi's encyclical Populorum Progessio, which condemned
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has condemned--Nicaragua has declared its support for
the Soviet invasion. Argentina, which in the 1970s found
that the USSR badly wanted its farm exports (to the
point where the USSR is now the chief importer of
Argentine grain and meat), has also _b adly compromised
itself. More than any other state, it was Argentina, in the
wake of Afghanistan, who helped the USSR flaunt the
U.S. grain embargo against Moscow. In payment, it is
Cuba and Moscow (at the UN Commmission o n Human
Rights) who block denunciations of Argentine civilrights violations.
To what end? In -part for the purpose of achieving
••fishing rights" for Soviet vessell!i in the South Atlantic,
where Moscow is now attempting to arrange for facilities
in the Beagle Channel. And for what end in El Salvador?
The map should tell the answer. The USSR aims for
presence in this hemisphere, and as in the case of Cuba, it
aims also for the forced .loan of young soldiers.
None of this denies that there is reason for liberation in
El Salvador, but as we observe those who demonstrate we
need also to ask: whose hand is helpi"ng in El Salvador?
For as Nikita Khruschev himself said, long ago: .. He who
lays down with dogs will wake up with fleas."

.

the causes of exploitation, moved from counseling the
poor to be patient, to ~ait f ?r their reward in H~aven, to
standing with them m their struggle for survi~al and
dignity. As a result the selfish and fearful oligarchy
turned on the clergy, producing martyr after martyr until
in desperation they murdered the archbishop (March 24,
1980) at Mass in his Cathedral.
The successive juntas that have governed El Salva~or
since the collapse of the reform attempt, that began with
the ouster of General Humberto Romero in October,
1979, have soothed the right's fear of change by
suppre££ing the IPft At the same time they placated the
United States with cosmetic reform measures. The latter
have allowed the United States government to point to
land reforms, while arguing that it is supporting a centrist
government against both the left and the right. This has
been wishful thinking at best.
The United States has jumped into a situation that its
leaders either did not understand or whose reality they
have chosen to ignore. The regime in San Salvador, even
with civilian Duarte as figurehead, remains an
authoritarian military regime at war with its own people.
By assisting, what U.S. ambassador to the U .N ., Je_a n
Kilpatrick, heartlessly terms, a .. moderately repressive
authoritarian regime" to contain its people's aspirations,
the United States is inviting meddlesome outside
involvement to match its own. If Washington won't help,
where else can the junta's opponents turn?
The Reagan administration does violence to the truth
by implying that the civil strife in El Sa!vador ~esults •
from communist meddling. Poverty and mequahty are ·
the cause of El Salvador's troubles riot communism.
Outsiders can not solve El Salvador's problems, but
they can complicate them. The Africans have a saying to
the effect that when elephants fight it is the grass that
suffers. It will be disastrous for the Reagan
administration to'turn Central America into another test
of strength with the Soviets.
The United States should be playing the peacemaker,
bringing the contending sid~s ~o a peace confe.re~ce in a
neutral capital, say Jamaica s or Costa Rica s. For
months the opposition has s~id that it wishes ~o _con(er
with the Americans. The United States should JOm with
the Mexicans, Venezuelans, and Christian Democratic
and Social Democratic parties of Europe to sponsor such
a meeting._
By no means should the United States provide more
arms. Already it has gone too far in the wrong direction!
By arming General Garcia's forces, the United States is
weakening the remnants of El Salvador's Christian
Democratic Party that still remain loyal to Junta
President Duarte. The more the military are built up the
weaker he becomes, and he is the only dim glimmer of
"center" to which Washington can hook its centrist
argument. Instead of arming, Washington should be
seeking to disarm. The Reagan administration should
seek, concurrent with a peace conference, the formation
of an United Nations peace force that would separate the
contending sides, supervise elections and the writing of a
just constitution, gradually disarm the current factions
and oversee the creation of a new national army.
The present direction of United States policy is not
aimed at restoring peace but at destroying the left, which
includes, in the way the Reagan administration sees it,
(this according to Murat W. Williams, U.S. Ambassador
to El Salvador, 1961-1964, in The New York Times, Dec.
28, 1980) the .. great mass of Salvadoran Catholics, both
peasants and workers," the . martyred Archbishop
Romero, the murdered aristocrat and leader to the
popular opposition Enrique Alvarez, indeed .. over 80
percent of the Salvadoran population." The ReaganHaig policy is not aimed at restoring stability and peace
to El Salvador, but at convincing the American people
that the United States_ remains powerful and that the
Reagan administration is in control; that it is MACHO!
By attempting to destroy t_h e junta•s opposition by
military means, Washington forces the opposition to seek
aid wherever: it can obtain it. Twenty years ago it refused
to admit the legitimacy of the Cuban Revolution and
forced Fidel Castro into the Russian camp. In the past
two years it has ·been repeating that mistake in Nicaragua
and is continuing it now in El Salvador.
Such a course of behavior flie_s in the face of contrary
advice from our allies and friends, from Mexico,
Venezuela, and Brazil to Canada, Germany, and France.
The Reagan administration is needlessly dividing the
West and in so doing is making the United States appear
isolated. It also -makes the Soviet Union appear stronger
than it is by claiming that Moscow is affecting events in
the American .. front yard." (It was called the backyard
when I was in school, apparently Mr. Reagan has
promoted it). If such perceptions come to be held in
world capitals the result will be the opposite of what the
administation policy seeks to achieve; the United States
position in the world will be weakened.
El Salvador is not a place to renew the Cold War, and
certainly not the place to kindle an international war. It is
a place to reestablish peace. Remember the African
elephants-the grass that will be trampled will be the
people of El Salvador.
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Editorial
They shot too high and missed
Only once in a century does the honor of
having an extremely prominent figure address
the graduating class of a university become a
reality.
This year the administration felt so strongly
our time was at hand that they took a chance ... put
all their eggs in one basket and tried to secure the
President of the· United States to deliver the
commencement address.
"It all looked like we had a very excellent
chance," said chairman of the commencement~
committee, Professor Robert Houston. "We were
working through political channels and things

looked nice and rosv."
When President -Reagan declined, students
were left helpless.
Unfortunately, the administration's
procrastination allowed time to slip away so that
an alternative major speaker could not be
obtained.
When the critical date had passed, the number
of outstanding people on the list of
recommendations who were still available, had
dwindled.
Opinions vary on President Handler's
decision to have Warren B. Rudman deliver the

commencement address, but most see it as a
compromise--at the vel'V least
Rudman is not a bad choice. Granted he's new
to the Senate and has made no· great
achievements yet, but many suggest he will have
a major impact on educational policy in the
United States in the future.
Perhaps now is the time to give him a little
shot in the arm for the University System, before
he reaches the top of his profession.
After all, it's onlv one class who has to suffer
because some see graduation as a political event

YES, MR. "PRESIDENT,
Jl-lE STUDENT IS STILL
WITH US, BUT HE DID

TAKE IT A BIT HARt>
ON THE LANDING-/

~{l),J
O~tJ0~

·

q/11/r1

Letters
would seem to have sanctuary from the
political gamesmanship of President
Handler's fund-raising techniques. At
any rate, it is · distressing to hear the
loud and clear message that is ringing
To the Editor:
from T-Hall.
It is a sad commentary on the
administration's pride in the class of
Regretfully.
1981 that they are to send us ott with a
James J. Rossiter
commencement address from .. the
Lynne A. Bolduc
honorable Warren B. Rudman" (in
Judy Paradis
case you may not know, U.S. Senator /
Wayne Smith
from New Hampshire). Not only has he
Lynn Monica
had a lack-luster political career of 5
Keith Jones
months in the U.S. Senate, but we
, David Rosenfield
would wager he was thoroughly
Jennifer Hall
defeated by the UNH student body in
Chuck Cragin
the November elections.
Patty Mehron
There was originally a commenceNancy Lowd
ment committee composed of students,
David Levine
faculty and administrators designed to
Jeffrey C. Orr
select a speaker agreeable to all.
Stephen Devincent
Rumors (from several reliable sources)
Thomas Boyle
abound; however, that an authoritative
Laurie Freedman
decision was made by our university
Kimberly A. Roy
President as to who the speaker was to
Susan Borman
be. No. President Reagan, Senators
Timothy C. Conks
Muskie and Kennedy. nor even Jane
Marty Parquey
Fonda would have the lobbying ability
Richard Wyman
on the New Hampshire legislature for
Stephen Burnside
increasing UNH appropriatiom that
Nancy Sainburg
Senator Rudman has. but then we
Linda Frisone
never thought that graduation was to
Julie Ham
be used as a political event.
Members of The Class of 1981
Not to show disrespect for our
Senator, but is it out of the question
that we could expect someone perhaps
a bit more dynamic or perhaps a bit
more in-tune with the general mood of
To the Editor:
the graduating class? Next year they
We arc truly saddened that the UN H
might at least consider inviting John
ra,ine. one of the mo-.t attracti\'e
Durkin! Of course it isn't all that
clements of the UN H campus. ha-, been
important anyway. but if there is to be
marred lor the enjoyment of the IC\\
an event of such symbolic magnitude. it

Rudman

Ravine

who choose to squat on the steps of
Paul Creative Arts Center.
We arc. of course. referring to the
orange and red stripes painted on many
of the trees along the paths through the
ra\'inc. After all the time and effort
spent to save the ra\'ine as a natural and
unspoiled area. it seems a horrible
waste to allow this area to be used as
one man\ experimental playground at
the expense of the rest of us.
What would the reaction of the
univcrsitv communitv have been if the
trees had been painted with "Al IO\'CS
Mary" or .. Bids Night '81'!" Would the
perpetrators be allowed to call their
work art and be let g_o'! Judging by the
reaction to the recent \'andalism of the
Dimond Library. we think not. We sec
little difference between Mr. Scars'
.. art" and the Greek\ .. vandalism." Mr.
Scars himself even admih ·· ... there is
certainly ari element of grafitti in the
work ..... If he must paint trees in th~
name of avant-garde art, all we ask 1s
that Mr. Scars do it in the privacy of his
own backyard. where those of us who
don't share his appreciation of fine art
arc not forced to look at grafitti
CO\'ercd trees on our daily t~ek to
classes.
We do not feel that such acts should
he tolerated and we hope that the
University will find it within its power
to stop thi1., useless vandalism of the
campus\ most beautiful asset. and sec
to if that the ra\'inc is returned as near
as possible to ib original. unmarred
state.
Bruce JohnstOJ1
Rick Mcl.anc
Flo\'d Bannister
Alexander Hall

To the Editor:
I was outraged when I read David
Elliott's article on the work of Stan
Sears (New Hampshire. April 17th). I
had also noticed the stripes on a
number of trees in the ravine. and had

assumed them to be part of a
preservation project or similar scheme.
I do not denv that Mr. Sear's work is
innovative. but was it really necessary
to carrv it out in the ravine'! Mr. Sears
may ca.II what he hasdonc .. art": I call it
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Dennis Cauchon
Paraphern alia law: Another shot at personal liberty
The anti-drug paraphernalia law, which will
almost certainly become law in New Hampshire, is .
such an affront to the most basic civil liberties that
it takes a moment of reflection to realize the law's
true absurdity.
The law, which is already in effect in Dov~r, bans
everything from plastic bags to wire screens, from
pipes to small spoons, ,from bongs to certain types
of sugar that might be used to cut cocaine or other
drugs. The key to whether you are a criminal plastic
bag owner or a legal one is whether you intend to
sniff, snort, breath, clean or roll a ''controlled
substance."
Dover Police Chief Charles Reynolds, who
introduced the law to the state, says no drug or drug
residue is necessary to prove someone intends to use
a controlled substance. But one wonders how police
could determine if a baggie is intended to be used
with marijuana or not without finding the drug-perhaps, if the person is young and has long hair?
Possession of a'n illicit substance seems almost an
absolute necessity because how could you say
someone intends to use a baggie to hold marijuana,
when he or she doesn't even have any? Thus, the law
is redundant~ it punishes people twice for
something that is of questionable illegality in the
first place.
In fact, a clause tucked into the middle of the bill
makes it illegal to possess any material that helps a
citizen ingest a controlled substance. Thus, you
an ugly disfiguration of the pre~tiest
spot on the UN H campus. Had this act
been done by students it would haver
been labelled vandalism. If we cannot
rely on members of the faculty to treat
the ravine with respect. why should we
expect others to do so?
Richard K. Edwards
To the Editor:
Wl)at is that bar on Mr. Sears?

"Standing in the right spot and
looking at it will make it look like a bar
in space," Sears said. Of course. it has
to be overcast since overcast equalizes
the light. Too much light brings too
much of Mr. Sears' surface into the
effect.
Those orange bars on the trees in the
ravine are not the work of the grounds
crew, but the "sculpture" of Stan Sears,
UNH Art Instructor.
Mr. Sears believes he can improve on
nature. we believe that we can improve
on Mr. Sears. There is none so blind as
he who cannot see the forest for the
bars.
Kersti Yllo
Susan Herrick
Gerald Hotaling
Sigi Fizz
Pat Murphy
(Horton Social SC.CTR.)
To the Editor:
I want to protest the painting of trees
in the ravine by Stanley Sears. Both
Sears and whatever authority
permitted his activity obviously have
no regard for keeping the ravine in as
near natural a state as possible.
Although most of the painted trees
are pines, studies have shown that
other tree species (especially maples)
may be permanently injured when bark
is painted. the cambium beneath the
painted area can die back and a
cankerlike injury develop. I suggest
Stanley get a stepladder and scrub
brush and get to work removing his art.
John Bozak
Associate Professor, TSAS
To the Editor:
Let it Be?
It is not uncommon for individuals
to be moved to artistic expression by
nature. However. the arborial art of
Mr. Sears, UNH Art Instructor.

could say someone's sneakers a re drug
paraphernalia because they helped him or her walk
to the local dealer's house. Or, if you want to take
the law to its absurd extreme, your right hand could
be called drug paraphernalia because they help
bring a joint to your mouth.
In reality, the anti-paraphernalia law is just
another tool for police to use when they please. It
makes it considerably easier to arrest pot heads,
hippies or other people who don't suit the police
officer's fancy.
In reality, drug paraphernalia will continue to be
available, just as drugs are now. The only
differences will be they cost-more, more joints will
be smoked (since rolling papers will still be legally
sold). and clever m;:4rij1rnn::i 4-mokers will invent ne,v
ways to ingest the illegal substance.
The black market will penalize marijuana
consumers ,economically, even more than they are
now for smoking pot. After all, pot, like wheat and
real grass, would hardly be worth a penny an ounce
on a free, open market. It's not until the
government makes people criminals for choosing to
smoke marijuana that the price jumps to $40 or
more an ounce. Virtually all of th~ price of
marijuana pays for the risks that people who supply
it take. Bongs that cost$ IO today will probably cost
$15 or $20 after the ban takes affect. Such is the
nature of any black market.
The ban also prohibits the advertising of

violates the p·r ecepts upon which The
Ravine has been preserved as a
"natural area." This tract, maintained
in trust for the university community,
should not be made the substrate for
individual self-expression. This
development is especially ironic in view
of previous efforts by the Ravine
Preservation Committee (George
Peletieri, Service Building) and other
concerned individuals to control and
minimize the impacts of human
presence in The Ravine.
It is not clear who was consulted
prior to this undertaking, but such a
project should certainly have been
subjected to review and consensus by
the community prior to its initiation.
Contrary to Mr. Sears' view that this is
"just the beginning" we feel that this
activity must be stopped now.
We find tha ' the pines of The Ravine
are most appealing in their unadorned
native mantle. Obviously, we must
endure yet another selfish exploitation
until nature acts in its own time to
restore the intended beauty of this
landscape, or until Mr. Sears restores
the trees to their prior state.
W. Scott Maclachlan
Terry Nadeau
Peter J. Pekins
Peter L. Good
Steven J. Weber
Stephen E. Petron
Andrew E_gan
To the Editor:
I would like to call attention, once
again, the matter of the Ravine/ College Brook area, which runs centrally
through the university campus.
The matter to which I refer to
specifically, is one which undoubtedly
has changed the ·•course" of life for a
large percentage of the university
population, that is the deterioation and
sub-sequent removal of the bridge that
forded the brook. Not that I am
normally given over to petty
complaints, but speaking from one
whose classes, perpetually place
themselves diametrically to ones place
of residence, in addition to those who
may find themselves habitually late. the
disappearing bridge and consequent
use of that path as a shortcut, causes
minor inconvenience.
Moreover. there are those
bullheaded enough not to change their
route. or those of us who succombing
to a spirit of adventure, attempt to
cross the brook over an ever-changing
sense of strategically placed rocks,
Now, if the reason for the removal of
the bridge had anything to do with the
it's-ok-don 't-worry-about-it incident
of toxic wastes. being dumped into the
'brook, I feel that one is more likely to
come in contact with poisonous
chemicals while sloshing through it
daily, than if that collection of simple
planks were just left there for us to
have! over.
I hope that I'm not alone in voicing
my discontent. Maybe the matter will
be reconsidered? As the University
Ecological Theater says; The Ravine:
Let it Be .
Meg Gourley

Residents

paraphernalia. This, without question, violates the
First Amendment. The constitution bars every law
restricting free speech. It doesn't make an exception
for bong advertisers.
Don't be surprised, though, that not one single
senator--including our own--had the.guts to oppose
the bill. Despite the fact that many call themselves
anti-government conservatives, what they actually
mean is they want to set businesses free to maximize
their profits, but they don't want individual citizens
to maximize their pleasure (personal profit) in a
way they consider immoral. Philosophical
consistency easily gives way to political expediency-who wants to be considered pro-drugs, anyway?
Our senator, Leo Lessard, told The New
Hampshire during his campaign that he would
oppose an anti-paraphernalia law. But, not only did
he vote for it yesterday, but he is also introducing a
bill which would allow a store owner to detain any
person trying to buy alcohol whom the store owner
suspects is under 20. Talk about creating a police
state.
This country was founded on individual liberty.
It is not the role of the government to play morality
regulator. Adults who choose to smoke marijuana
have that right. It is I 981. We should be loosening
marijuana laws, not tightening them.
The millions of people, and thousands of UNH
students, who smoke marijuana and own
paraphernalia are not criminals.

Residential Life Council, I would like
to provide some input on the problem
the Area II President's Council
approached the Senate with.
At the time the Residential Life
Council was approached by the Area II
President's Council, we were already
working on the budgetary process
which rightfully received first priority.
Nevertheless, a bill was drafted by the
two councils which was tabled, on the
Senate floor. While the bill was
tabled.the Residential Life Council was
forced to wait for the necessary input of
Areas I and III which Area II was
suppose to be acquiring. And during
this time alternatives to the bill were
being discussed with administrators by
various members of the Senate.
In addition to talking with
administrators, the Residential Life
Council invited a member of the Area
11 's President's Council to our meetings
to keep the lines of communication
open between the Councils.
The Residential Life Council, as a
result of working with the Area II
President's Council, came up with a
new bill recommending the formation
of a committee to include
representatives from the three
residential areas and a member of the
Residential Life Council to make
suggestions to the Department of
Residential Life concerning repairs and
renovations in the dorms. This bill
passed the Senate on April 21, 1981.
Thus, progress was made regarding
Area II's President's Council's
expression of concern for a safe place
to live.
Deborah J. Johnson
Senator, Hitchcock Hall

To the Editor:
In response to letters from Area II
Presidents I would like to add another
viewpoint to their arguments so that
people are not completely misled by
their emotional letters. The Area 11
Presidents Council should be
commended for their concern about
living conditions even though they feel
their efforts "have been wasted". It is
unfortunate that they expected to get
immediate results to a problem that has
existed for several years. Maybe if they
take the blinders from their eyes and
realize that changes come about slowly
and only after a great deal of
deliberation, frustration and
compromise will they come closer to
achieving their goal.
That these Presidents are so quick to
condemn the Student Senate, is indeed
ungracious. Monday night (4 / 20), a
bill was passed that requests the V. P.
for Student Affairs to set up a
committe comprised of area residents
so that they can work directly with the
department of Residential Life to
determine how much money is to be
spent on dorm repair and renovations.
It seems to me that the Senate listened
well even without any dorm Presidents
at the meeting ( they were invited and all
meetings are open to the public, so how
much do they really care about
pursuing their argument to the end?).
Senate passed the bill which now gives
them an opportunity to allocate
$137,000 toward improving dorm
living conditions. What more do they
·
want?!
I am compelled to add that the
Senate would have done the Area II
Presidents Council a greater injustice
by passing the Resident Student
To the Editor:
With references to the three entries
Consumer Bill of Rights because it was
(9!) on page 9 of The New Hampshire
not in a form that allows action to be
issue dated 17 April. the only one with
It would have become a
taken.
merit is Kim Billings"' Another Cord?."
meaningless piece of paper to be lost in
Very good Kim.
ne:Xt year's shuffle. However, we have
In 1947, while checking out in jet
not completely disregarded the bill - the
Life
fighters. I met a Navy Commander type
Student Senate Residential
who practiced the same approach as
Council has adopted the Consumer Bill
of Rights as a guideline to be referred to _ Xavier Cronin. He stated that his face
was slapped on about 50% of his
during the budgetary process.
approaches. A questionable
Therefore, the Area II Presidents
percentage. not documented. The
should consider themselves winners in
commander was a big boy, but quite
their battle. Just because the bill wasn't
immature. So this is 1981 - so what's
passed in the form it began it doesn't
new?
mean they've lost. They have raised the
I suggest that Messrs. Cronin and
Universities awareness of poor living
Cauchon continue their study of
conditions and difficulties within the
journalism; for, realistically, each has-a
department of Residential Life and on
long way to go.
top of that the bill has been passed in
Surely there is more to "education"
favor of their plea with the Consumer
than much of what continues to unfold
Bill of Rights adopted by the
in The New Hampshire, week after
Residential Life Council. I suggest
week. Or, as a member of a passing
they accept their success and use
generation. are my expectations for the
further criticisms for letters to th~ir
current (college) generation too high?
legislators!
If so. 'tis a pity. Also. I do not mind at
Jodi Godfrey
all being judgmental, for. contrary to
Student Body Vice President
much rhetoric, there are positive and
constructive factors associated with
one's being judgmental, within reason.
To the Editor:
Sex is great. It would be wise.
As a resident of Area I I and a
however, ~to treat it with some
c;.t11rlent Senate Member of the
tenderness. respect. consideration. I see

Forum

none of these redeeming factors in the
articles by Cauchon and Cronin.
Possibly frustration? Further, the art of
self-discipline when expressing oneself
is always in order.
I hope that there are many university
students "out there" who do not agree
with the Cauchon/ Cronin syndrome.
If so, let them hear it! This 63-year old
rebel (and teacher of physics for I 7
years) wishes them well -journalistically, that is -- but hopes for
more mature and responsible
journalistic results.
Charles McLean
LtCol. USMC (Ret.)
Durham, New Hampshire
To the Editor:
In response to Friday's Forum on
sex:
It is not a subject to be spoken of so
loosely, or promoted with such
pragmatism. Who are you guys trying
to jerk-off, ( or should I say what?)
To the best of my knowledge, sexual
encounters have been nothing but
damaging to potentially healthy,
comfortable relationships between
men and women here at school.
Certainly we're all a little bit older and
wiser for having bedded down with
someone sometime during our college
career, but the free<;iom part of the
encounter is bullshit. You wake up the
next day feeling misplaced, "left-over"
from the night before, the sun is too
goddamn bright for your eyes and you
realize that person is never gonna see
you the same way again. Perceptions
have changed. You walk home alone.
sexual
Have I dramatized
encounter to prove how we use each
other? Hey, You want honesty, there it
is. We cannot rely on instincts to see us
through the passion play. Someone is
forsaken everytime, and I speak for
both sexes. Someone who ran the risk
of pleasing a gut urge sold himself out
to another person. If you're willing to
make that kind of sale, you've gotta
appreciate the consequences. You guys
at The New Hampshire -- Nothing's
free. Don't play "cute" with the truth.
A. Nightingale

a

To the Editor:
I'm writing in response to Dennis
Cauchon's "sex" article in last Friday's
New Hampshire . I imagine a great
many people are angry at Dennis about
the article. However, I would like to
point out that the blame for this should
rest with the editor whose decision it
was to run the article. An awardinning paper like the New Hampshire
should expect more professionalism
and taste from its editor.
As far as Dennis is concerned , I think
we should feel sorry for him. For the
last four years he has stubbornly
pursued a profession for which he has
absolutely no talent. That's O.K .
though Dennis. we often fantasize
about things we can't have. (Watch it,
that's Freudian.)
Bill "deeply religious" Grant
Former N. H. reader
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MUSO I~ECTURE
_SERIES
announces

DAVID I~IFTON

~

~

.....

···- ·

MUSO FILM SERIES
_-presents.

.

WALKABOUT!

Author of

BEST
-ENCE

"QUITE THE RICHEST AND MOST
PROVOCATIVE OF RECENT FILMS:'
~.~

-Richard Sducke l. Lite Magaz ine

"A RARE,
MAGICAL
FILM?'
-Jud1lh Ripp,
Parents Magazine

Disguise and Deception in ·the
Assassination ofJohn F. Kennedy
· The new best seller describing a new conspiracy
tl1cory

of the

·

COLOR BY OE LUXE "'

G,~

assintttion of President Kennedy.

At last, the truth about a plot which may have
reached into the hig4est levels ofthe_U ni ted States
government.

starring: Jenny Agutter & Lucien John
A Max L. Raab-Si Litvinoff Production

WEDNESDAY
APRIi~ 29TII 8:00 p.m.

Based on the novel by James Vance Marshall

Tickets:
Undergraduates in advance $1.50
All others
82.50
ON SAI~E NOWI

· Sunday, April 26
7 & ·9 :30 pm
Strafford Rm, MUB
$1~00 Admission

LARGE FORMAT
PHOTOGRAPHY
WORKSHOP

utrition
nformotion

Systems

sponsored by

A Nutrition Skills an_d Cooking
Workshop

·MUSO PHOTOSCHOOL
Everyone is invited to come
learn the basics of LARGEFORMAT PHOTOGRAPHY
including C_A MERAS, FILM,
EXPOSURE, USAGE _COSTS,
GETTING STARTED and .
more. No special equ_ipment or
_knowledge is required, just a
~illingness to participate
The workshop will he
Saturday, April 25th from
12:30-4!30 pm in the Carroll
-room of the MUB.
Refreshments will he served.
Cost will he $1.50 per person.

COME AND LEARN

to

Desig-~edtor the cook in transition. Lea-r n
prepare
snacks and meals from unprocessed whole foods.
The course features demonstrations, recipes, hands-on
experience, films, discussion, exchange of ideas, lots of
energy and lots of tasting!

A DAY LONG WORKSHOP OF BASIC SKILLS

*SAVE MONEY *SAVE TIME *ENJOY COOKING
*.ll"ki11g 'l'r"11silim1 ... •r,··1wt,, f'oods Crt•111frity *lln,llhy ."'i1111,·k...
*Com,,f,,1,, .l/,,111/,,s... Prolt•i11 *."'it1/Jt'rt111irl.·,,1 ."'i11rl"ir11/ *R,,,ufing J.,t1fw/...
*.llort' .\'011rish1111•11I - ,.,,,_,.s .l/011,•y *U ..lwf,, Grai11 .. *A,·,·,•·"·" lo u- ·lwlt• f 'om/...
*P,•rso11u/ J

·,,,,,,,,,.*

Cost: $20.00 ( $10.00 for additional members
of the same household)
_ SATU.RDA Y, APRIL 25,-MADBURY TOWN HALL
SATURDAY, MAY 16, PORTSMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL
SUNDAY, MAY 17, MADBURY TOWN HALL
SATURDAY, MAY 23, PORTSMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL
IO AM to 5 PM
NAME
-TELEPHONE
ADDRESS
COURSE DATE:

April 25

May 16

May 17

May 23 _

SEND TO: Nutrition Information Systems. Box 1363 Portsmouth N.H.
OR. REGISTER AT: Portsmouth Health Food Center; The Rising Tide, Portsmouth;
Sesame Tree. York; Coastal Health Foods, Dover; or Common Market. Durham.

FOR FURTHER INFO CALL ~.I.S. i:l6 • 56:l:l
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TBS 's Night Riders

•

IS

worth the trip over

By Martha Thomas
The idea of a country-western
musical about truck drivers did not
particularly appeal to me, but I'm
sure the idea of a "backstage
musical" about actors auditioning
for a show wasn't the most thrilling
concept that critics encountered
back when "A Chorus Line"
opened in 1975.
But like the long-running
Broadway hit, "Night Riders" at
Theater by the Sea is an exciting
evening that enlightens the
audience to the lives of a group of
people that most of us don't s·pend
a lot of time thinking about: those
reclusive ramblers or the road,
truckers.
"Night Riders", directed by Jack
Allison resembles a musical
review. It is a series of vignettes
based on actual conversations with
truckers and is presented
enthusiastically by the six member
cast.
With few exceptions the
characters were well defined and
the musical numbers were
performed with such vigor that my
foot found itself tapping, and
intermission found me out in the
lobby humming the theme song,
anticipating Act Two.
Act Twofollowed suit, providing
one of the most enjoyable evenings
of theater that I've had in a long
time.
Although "Night Riders" has an
arrav of characters - four highly
confrasting men who drive the rigs,
a cocky little waitress, and a lonely
wife. the only plot is the musical's
concept. and the play borders on
ba1 room ntertainment: I kept

{N;w

.as an actor.
Kim Crjswell as the busty,
roadside diner waitress combined
perfectly-pitched gutsy country
voice with a bright animated
presence, demanding immediate
ardor.
When Kim and Jeff (McCarthy), the amiable, not-toobright, bad joke teller, got together
for "Nice Talkin' to Ya" the song
about conversations between
hitchers and drivers, the two, both
too involved in personal
monologues to listen to each other,
sang the best number of the night,
personable, fun, and energetic.
Eric HQn s en. di:essed in a black

•

Ginny Russel (le.ft) David Blue. and Kim Criswell of" Night Riders".
expecting someone to bring us a
pitcher of beer and some goldfish.
Each musical number tells its
own story. and the songs are
loosely connected by short
explanations that show a bit about

the lives of each character.
David Blue, in neat denims and
sunglasses looked more like he
owned the t(ucks than drove them,
and indeed, he seemed to be in
control--the link between the

York? Maybe not.

The six p.m. non-stop from New York to Boston is not
a fun trip.
It's the back seat of the bus, you know, built for three,
but only fits two comfortably.
There's no way to get into the bathroom. The key to it
is on the busdriver's ring, hanging from the ignition.
A whining six-year-old, two fat ladies that couldn't fit
through the door anyway, and an old lady in polyester
have tried to use it. They grabbed the latch, it doesn't
turn, so they return to their seats. City mentality for you.
The city isn't the problem. It's the method of
transportation. In a car, you don't have a bathroom in the
back. You go to the woods off of 1-95.
And I wonder what the hell am I doing sitting on this
bus? When the weekend started, Vivienne was alive and
doing well.
This past Friday, the one before Easter, I was walking
to pick her up. I saw her from across the parking lot.
.. Vivienne, are you up for the ride to New York?" I asked
her as I approached her with an Easter lily under my arm.
She didn't answer. She never talks. Never knew a
Volkswagon Squareback that could.
Well, Viv, myself, and my Easter lily for Sam's mother
went to pick up the re~t of the stuff for the weekend: an
LL. Bean dufflebag, The Universe , with astronomy
notebook, a wicker bag with The New York Times in it,
and four friends with their luggage.
Destination: Manhattan. Bill, Sam, and I were going
to Sam's for Easter, well, actually Passover. He lives on
the West Side, kind of near the Dakota (Lennon's house).
Lisa lives in Princeton, but she was going to seeJeb in the
city. Cathy was going to Easter at home on the Island.
But did we make it?
I wonder if God had_car trouble driving to where Jesus
was crucified. Perhaps he didn't get there in time, and
that's the reason we have Easter.
Ten miles on 1-95 and Vivienne is getting sluggish. ·1
think to myself, "Vivienne sounds sick". All of a sudden, I
don't have any gas pressure on the pedal. ••TURN THAT
.THING DOWN!!" I said to Cathy who was holding the
boogie-box with Carlos Santana blaring from the mobile
tune machine. In the rear-view mirror, I see smoke from
the back of the car. I veer over to the left lane, ignoring
..traffic, and into the emergency zone. We're coasting.
I turned off the car. That deserves its own sentence

because I shouldn't have done that.Vivienne had seen her
last mile at 68,98 I .08. When I turned the ignition over, the noise was enough
to make you think you were in a room with 50 screaming
, idiots banging metal pans around. That was it. We got
· out of the car.
We stood on the highway, just thinking what the hell

~

satin shirt moved erotically and
sang about taking pills to stay
awake in "Speed Demon." Hanson
was one of those urban cowbo~
the kind you'd expect to see eyeing
you over his Jack Daniels in some
bar. but his performance revealed
the sensitivity of his character as he
sang of loneliness behind the
wheel.
.
"Night Riders" had two evident
casting errors. John Jellison
looked like he should have been
playing Chekhov, and his voice
would have been better suited to
Verdi or Gilbert and Sullivan. He
looked uncomfortable in his
delivery uniform and Nike hat (a
plug for the production's
underwriters I'm sure), and by no
stretch of the imagination could I
see him in the cab of an eighteen
audience and the real world o( wheeler.
I wasn't sure why Ginny Russell
trucking represented by the other
characters. Ostensibly the lead, was dressed in a semi-formal
Blue was not unforgettable, but shimmery blue dress. It fit. I
this was due to his function as
TBS. paf(e 16
interlocutor rather than weakness

'

we were going to do. "Who wants to go back to
Durham?" I asked. "NO WAY!" they all squawked in
unison. 'Tl! go anywhere but back there," said Sam,
already making a sign out of a box for Hartford with his
blue highlighter. HART. "Do I have room to write
Connecticut?" he asked.
_
A small truck stops. In it is Mr. Bowen from the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of Public
Works. I didn't know him. Neither did Bill, Sam, Cathy
or Lisa, but I told him I wanted .his name for the story I
was gonna write with him in it.
Well, this nice man towed Vivienne and me to a nearby
Sunoco right off Exit 52. He didn't want a cent for the
towing either. He said, "I got kids your age, "and that was
it.
Meanwhile, back on the highway, two of these guys get_
a ride to New York. Bill says, "We'll go to my house in
Connecticut, get the Nova, and come back here Co pick
you guys up." He adds,'•We'll be back in six hours."
That means eight p.m. We're not going to hang out
here 'til they come back, I think to myself as Bill yells,
••call us at 5:30 at my house" and speeds away.
Well, the mechanic, all greasy and dirty, comes over to
me and Viv and says, ••1t's dead. I know it's the connecting
rod. That means you either pay me $700 or buy a new
engine."
.
Just what I needed. My mother was already yelling at
me about the fact that I haven't found a summer job oran
apartment yet, and my grades are the pits. Just another
thing for her to bitch about.
~
Well, this was not the time or place for a funeral. so we
grabbed all our shit and climbed the hill to 1-95. We saw
cars full of people from school drive by waving. We
waved back. Ten minutes, staring at cars, we gerstreetwise. Lisa gets down on her hands and knees and be-gs: I
get out my New York Times and point at the letters ••New
York" and Cathy stands behind us w"ifh the HART sign
(no Connecticut).
~
I stood there thinking my mother would driv~ by.
The same woman who would later scream, "'Where the
hell is the car?" brought me up with a rigid hand. We
never thumbed. When I was I 3, I pretended to hitchhike
to the Cape, but would always run away if a car stopped.
••Don't ever get into a car with two men," said our first
ride, a heavy, whiskered man in a truck. ••Jf my daughter
ever hitchhiked, I'd beat her senseless." That was enough
for me not to take that jerk's advice. He dropped us off,
up by the abandoned River Mills of Lawrence ... a far cry .
from Central Park West, but a start.
The next ride was eas-ier, but we still had to pull the
same damsels-in-distress gag. At least we· gave the rush
hour traffic a laugh.
,
-

by P. Rand Tr~cy

J:

Our next ride was from a woman who told us very
, calmly, "The last time I hitchhiked, I was picked up by the
guy who ended up to be the Canal Murderer. I reported
his car after he pulled a knife on me and I jumped out. I
was the only one to survive of all the women he picked
up."
A nice idea, hitchhiking.
Our next ride pulled over l00 yards behind us. Two
men, just like the guy with the whiskers warned us. I ran
to check them out. The man in the passenger seat opened
the door. His arms were covered with red. It was the
Canal .Murderer back on the road, I thought.
••what's on your arms?!" I shreiked. ••1t•s paint," he
said. ·•we've been painting porches in Seabrook."
S~re enough, Kirk did have paint on his arms, so we
got m the the back and had a few beers with them on our
way to Worcester.
They dropped us off at Valle's Steak House. I wasn't
hungry .
It was 5: 12, close enough to 5:30, so I called Bill's
house. His Mom said, .. Oh, Bill just called and told me to
tell you that he and Jim were going on to New York. I
guess you'll have to get there yourself. Good luck.
We called the Trailways station. $24.95 one way to
New York. We began a long walk through the dirty town
dragging suitcases behind us.
'
$24.95 and six hours later, and we were at the Port
Authority on 31st Street. Lisa's Jeb, also street-wise
picked us up. He-decided to show us the driving tricks h~
had learned in the city.
••Don't look, just close your eyes," Lisa said as Jeb
careened in and out of heavy traffic doing at least 70 mph.
The car screeched to a halt and I found myself at the
doorman's feet as he held the door for me. I'd made it to
Sam's.
Lisa tossed back her head. •Tu be by to pick you up on
Monday at I :30." She was getting a car to-drive us back.
T~e wee~end was great. Sam, Bill and I spent the
evenmgs with Dewars-on-the-rocks, and a lot of nice
people.
.
The days were spent in Central Park watching ••the
people show". w_e found a good rock to sit on to watch
chi!dre~ rioting over Easter eggs in the Easter Egg hunt
while disco roller skater~ drove around on motorized
skateboa_rds, holding boogie-boxes on their-shoulders.
When Monday came along, we all met up at I :30 for
the ride back to New. Hampshire. I :30 and no Lisa, 2:30
no Lisa, 3:30 and she still isn't there. · I get' street-wise
again and decide to call Lisa's house in Princeton. A
motorized voice a~swers the phone~:• Don't hang up," the
tape says ... Li~_'s ca(has broken do~n. She wants you to
meet her back m Durham.Tm sorry. Good luck."
I w_onder what I'm doing on ~his bus.
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If you read this, you'll get hungry

. Altered States is empty
By Patrick J. Brennick
Ken Russell has made his best
work to date, •• Altered States," a
film about love, drugs, God, truth,
and evolution. The best element in
the film• is the drugs, which fuzzes
love, truth, God, and evolution.
The viewer leaves the theatre
longing for a suitable explanation
of the film.
The script was adapted from a
novel by Paddy Chayefsky, who
began working with Sidney Aaron
on the screenplay. The script
remains faithful to the the novel, to
the point of some of the inane
diaiogue. The actors speak lines
that sounded like they -were in a
speech competition; it just is not
realistic. Chayefsky and Russell
had disagreements on the filming
of"Altered States,"and Chayefsky
left the film, taking his name off
the credits.
This may explain why the focus
of the film is in disarray.
Chayefsky, . a paunchy, middleaged writer known for social
consciousness, probably disagrees
with Russell's vivid hallucinogenic
sequences, which are the real stars
of the film. Chayefsky wanted to
get the sappy - point that love
conquers all across.
The story deals with Edward
Jessup (William Hurt), a whiz-kid
doctor who is experimenting with
isolation tanks in l 967. An
isolation tank is filled with water
so that the body floats in the water.
Gravity and other physical
phenomena are dispensed with,
leaving the mind to explore its
inner self. Jessup becomes a
subject in his own experiment, and
he has hallucinations centered
around religion, that resemble
visions he had when he was young.
The success of the experiment,
along with Jessup's inquisitive
nature, drives him on, but other
work and his move to Harvard
ends his experiments.
Jessup goes to Mexico to try

hallucinoge~ic mushrooms
cultivated by an old Indian tribe.
He "travels back to his first,
unborn self," culminating in the
killing of a lizard. Jessup brings the
mushrooms back to Harvard,
where he finds another isolation .
tank. His hallucinations ·
physicalize, transforming him into
a 4-foot simian type human, the
pre-cursor to human beings. He
kills a sheep in a zoo, and finally
returns to human form.
The hallucinogenic sequences
are the best filmed; Russell fuses
the different elements of the
experiences into a thematic unity.
The visual effects are spectacular. ·
This is the part- of the film that
awed the audience.
.
untortunately, a love story 1s .
pasted into the film. Emily (Blair
Brown), an archeologist, falls in
love with Jessup, and they marry.
He is in love with finding the
ultimate truth, and as a result they
separate. The love story is sloppily
tied into the major plot, as it is in
the book only because the story
needed an ending. The ending was
tnte and a letdown trom what was
promised.
The only part of the film that I
couldn't believe was the roles of
Jessup's friends. Alfred (Bob .
Balaban), a psychologist who
works with Jessup, says the
isolation tank experiences get
"kind of creepy,"but he doesn't do
anything to dissuade his friend
from a potentially dangerous
situatiqn. Mason, an endocrino1o gist, storms around and
yells a lot, but his interest
stands in the way of - common
sense.
The actrng was good,
considering some of the things the
actors had to say ("I was mopping
up the tank room for three hours
and I want to know why.").
William Hurt, as Eddie, was fair.
He delivered his long speeches in
the same way each time, and b}'. the

for about three months out of the
year. The rest of the time, he buys
them from Bay State Lobster,
where he buys all his seafood.
Although the clams were an
adequate beginning, they were not
the highlight of the meal.
The garden salad was a
-combination of lettuce (torn by
hand, not chopped), scallions,
tomatoes, and cheese with just the
right amount of Italian Vinaigrette
dressing, that a voided the
tendency of some restaurants to
drown their greens.
After pouring our wine, Tom
served us two of his delicious
seafood entree specialties. He
believes that although sometimes
too much food is served, if it is
prepared well, there never seems to
be enough.
The baked stuffed halibut, a
thick steak of fresh and flakey fish
hollowed out in the center and
stuffed with scallops, shrimps,
mushrooms, onions sauteed in
wine and butter, was nothing short
of excellent.
The Shrimp and Scallop Stirtry, served on a bed of delicately
seasoned rice pilaf, was a delightful
combination of fresh chopped
scallions, broccoli, mushrooms
· tiny tender scallops, bite-sized
shrimps in a lemon, butter and
white wine sauce with a hint of
tarragon to compliment the flavor
of the seafood.
fifth speech the audience got tired . TBS
(continued.from page 15)
of the explanations of what they
suppose· with her misplaced
saw.
This sums up the movie: the
presence as the wife. Russell's
visual effects were excellent, but
exaggerated accent and awkward
the explanations were uninterestmovements were distracting. but
ing.
her melancholy composure
The audience was swept up
provided a nice foil for waitress
by the awesome effects of the
Criswcll's energy.
film, but after the film was over
As David Blue says in the talk
bridge that serves to introduce the
and they thought about what they
had seen, the film turned up empty.
number "Music and Motion", "It's
I suggest going to see this film for
an accepted fact that if you drive a
the exhilerating sequences, but
truck you love country western
don't expect the "Ultimate Truth." music."
Although I have always had an
aversion__to the "I made love over
By Holstrom

and Hilchey

The ultimate seacoast culinary
experience may not be a trip to one
of Boston or Portsmouth's fine
restaurants--it might just be in
your own home.
Tom O'Flaherty of Out To
Lunch, a one-man catering service
in Barrington, New Hampsmre,
contends that .. going in for dinner
should be as much fun as going
out.'' The meal he prepared for us
last Wednesday evening, went far
toward proving that contention.
Tom and his wife Jenny altered
the rules a little and had us in for
dinner at their Barrington home,
equipped with a lush houseplant
jungle, a fine, quiet privacy, and
the family dogs. (We went in
because neither of us have an
adequate stove. The dogs were
charming too.)
Ordinarily, Tom brings
everything; the appetizers, the
salad, the main course, the cooking
utensils, all the ingredients for a
fine, fun night of dining in.
Everything, that is, except the
wine. He leaves that decision to the
diners.
The meal began with baked
stuffed clams filled with a lightly
seasoned cracker crumb and clam
stuffing and .. lots of lemon and
butter." If you don't like lemon, it
might have been too much. Tom
only makes his own stuffed clams

Both entrees were of the highest
quality rivalling those prepared in
any seacoast area restaurant.
Tom varies his approach to fit
individual tastes and is willing to
be as visible or invisible a part of
the evening .as desired. Tom's
relaxed kitchen-side manner was a
unique addition to our evening,
and it provided the opportunity to
step into the world of the chef and
have fun without having to do the
cooking ourselves.
Tom will provide dinner for two
or for groups as large as twenty. A
dinner for four like the one he
prepared for us would cost about
$60, well within what a group that
size would spend going out on the
town, only there's no need to drive
anywhere.
His entrees are served direct
from your kitchen on your own
dishes and appear at the proper
time. The attention he gives to the
minor details, the garnishes, the
chilling and/ or breathing of the
wine, ensure the quality of the
experience.
So, if you're thinking ab_out
going out to dinner and you're
looking for an alternative to the
restaurant, have "Out To lunch"
come in and leave the rest to Tom.
That is, everything but the dishes.
Tom cleans his own utensils but
says that not washing the dishes
helps to keep the cost down.
the CB" class of country music.
and l had to be told that the
whining melody emitting _. from
the live, niftily-hidden-beneaththe-stage band was a pedal steel
guitar. l fell in love quickly, and
the lyrics. "Country music and
motion go together, were proven
by my inability to refrain from
tapping my foot and swaying back
and forth with the tunes.
Tf!S student tickets (all seats $5
wu~ I. D.) available one hall hour
he/ore e,•e~I' pe,:lormance. ·

ROBIN LANE & THE

WITH

THE NEIGHBORHOODS
TICKETS:

APRIL-26
8:00 p.m.

SNIVELY ARENA

AND

THE RINGS

$2.50 SAF
$5 .00 Others &
at the door
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-----GENTS----(continued from page 4)

John describes the group as
The New Hampshire Gentlemen the Bowdoin · Micellania from
Maine, and the New Hampshire
"tight friends." They spend are presenting the 2nd annual
frequent vacations together m the song festival on April 25th in the
Notables, the women's singing
spring and the winter.
· Strafford Room of the MU H. group from UNH .
Although the singing group is Admission is $2 and the show
They encourage people to stop
very pro-UNH, they are not starts at 7:30 .
by to hear and see what they are
directly affiliated with the
Besides the Gentlemen, the about. As their billing describes
University, said Bob Lutz, another festival will feature the them-"Good Singing and Good
group member.
Middlebury D-8's from Vermont, Times."
"We provide services for UNH
and accept payment, but we are
not a school club," he said. '"It
would take away our flexibility. As
a singing group we need to be more
exclusive." Lutz however
mentioned they encouraged
OFFERS
anyone interested to audition for
the Gentlemen.
Because UNH does not finance
them, the Genttemen must raise
the money themselves. Brighton
~
ON MOST
said the group is financed
1
primarily through their concerts
.•
•■ ~11 1"'-,.llj:ri~!Q!
• ,,~ I ■
and fees charged. They also paid
1;
for their record album by
••■
. - P~!
. -~ - 11"41 •
themselves.
The goal of the group is "to
48 HOUR BLACK & WHITE · Y-~: develop a tradition that will carry
on as long as possible," said
, CUSTOM LAB SERVICE.
Brighton. "It's not uncommon in
New England for groups to be
COPIES & RESTORATIONS
around for a long time. Yale has
been around since 1908."
YOUR COMPLETE PHOTO CENTER
-~

DID YOU KNOW...

~~~
.. ~
.~-.
JJ~ .
RIVERS CAMERA .-\-~
-~··r;?~~.
OVERNIGHT
PROCESSING· ·. 1'....
/t_''f, .1~,>...,.,

\,.

COLOR PRINT ALMS
SLIDES and MOVIES

-,1df ·.

.

SELF STORAGE
CENTER
*Low Rates
*Private Storage Compartments
*No Lot Too Small or Large
*For Long or Short Term Storage

PURDY STORAGE CO.
N.~. 03820 ·

742-4422,

-IJ# . :
:11~
"t,

-FOCUS-

(continued from page 2)
Power said motivations of the
original civilian junta to carry out
land reform programs had been
perverted as the junta evolved.
When the land reform was
formally announced in March of
1980 "most people thought the
idea was dead," she said.
The program also lacked the
staff and expertise to have a chance
at succeding, according to Power.
She said it was used as a pretext by
the Duarte government to wipe out
opposition.
Power cited an Salvadoran
peasant's testimony which recalled
Salvadoran soldiers coming into a
rural village and telling the people
they could elect leaders, only to
come in and execute those leaders
the next day.
Power said the land reform
program was neither designed or
executed to benefit the peasant,
but it was "designed to fool
Americans" into backing U.S.
policy.

-WIND( continued from page 2)
"We've been thinking about
better designs for the rotor, and
about replacin·g a few parts but all
in all, the way it is now is the way it
will stay."
Towne also said that the
windmill requires very little
maintainance and that in the
strong winds a couple of days ago,
it showed no signs of coming
down.

PLUS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

'Rii11,1&&

:

~,-,.

:

~in:::~ JJ-,<~:

-THREE CONVENIENT LOCATION~
ROCHESTER
DOVER
NEWINGTON MALL

,. •
• . ~ i~ _

-/

·~~

.a.

• r/•~• •
•.: ,:i:J~ •~
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-

I
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DeMeritt Hill Farm
Route 155, Lee
868-2877

For Your Gardening Needs
-We have a complete selection
of bedding plants
-We also have -- native peat
humus available in half
bushel bags or by the
truckload
-Maple Syrup

Only 3 miles from Durham
head west on Rt. 4 to ~top
sign at Lee 5~Corners turn
right towards Dover,½ mile

One Person's Trash
Is Another Person's
Treasure ...

l
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PRIVATE LIGHTNING

ATLANTIC.S

. THE

_with the M·PHATICS
-

- with the YOUNG MODERNS

,

· FRIDAY - APRIL 24
8~00 pm
$ 2.

3.

STUDENT ADVANCE
NON STUDENT

·

/

SATURDAY APRIL · 25
s:oo pm
.

DOOR

,.
4.

$ 3.

STUDENT

ADVANCE

NON STUDENT

DOOR

UNH ID and Proof of . Age

PRIVATE LIGHTNING

saturdau
4/25

With the YOUNG MODERNS·

· Frldau

THE ATLANTICS .
With the ffl-PHATICS ·

4/24

BRING THIS AD ALONG WITH
YOUR STUDENT ID T·o THE MUB-. PUB FRIDAY OR SATURDAY AND
GET IN FOR THE ADVANCED ·
STUDENT PRICEII
,

Atlantlcs $2.00 -Priu. Liahtnina $3.00
non-students -- at door -$3.00

.,.'-♦ ,,,_,.'-.I

CARP holds a political march
By Mary Ellenick
The C.A.R.P. Committee to
save El Salvador held a rally
outside Thompson Hall between
12 and I P.M . .on Thursday April
16.
Approximately IO to 12 people
participated in the rally, which was
watched by a "floating" crowd of
20 to 25, according to Cathy
Aman, the local chairperson of
C.A.R.P.
Aman said the rally was held "to
call for the need for continued U.S.
support for the centralist Duarte
government.
The Committe
condemns terrorist activity by
both the extreme left - and rightwing factions in El Salvador.
The Left, as defined by Aman, is
the FDR, or Revolutionary
Democratic Front. The Right
consists of "right-wing death
squads, "said Aman.
Aman said that the left-wing was
being supported with arms and aid
from Cuba and the U.S.S.R. "The
right is loyal to the land-owning
oligarchy,,. she said in an interview
Thursday.
The C.A.R.P. (Coll~giate
Association fot the Research of
Princples) position supports the
administration of Jose Duarte in
its efforts to make meaningful
changes in the strife-ridden Latin
American country.
Aman stated: "The land reforms
being initiated by Duarte are what
we see as being the only real hope
for the future of the people of El

Salvador. Government control by
either of the two factions would
only result in dictatorship . .,
The rally was one of many held
across the country. C.A.R.P. is the
campus arm of the Unification
movement founded by the Rev.

Sun Myung Moon.
The Committee is "a national
campus group which supports
U.S. aid to the moderate, centrist
government of that embattled
nation," according to its
promotional literature.

ANNOUNCING
THE SECOND YEAR OF
NORTH EAST CONSORTIUM
FOR STUDY IN MEXICO, INC
FALL AND/OR SPRING 1981-82
-Official UN H program
-Pursue foreign language interests in Mexico (including foreign
language requirement)
-Pursue foreign language interests in' Mexico (including foreign
language requirement
·
-One semester of Spanish at coUege level is prerequisite
-Courses also available in English which may be used for
distribution in Humanities and Social Scienc s
-Location: Mexican-North American Bi-national Cultural
Center. Mexico City
-Estimated cost: $2.165 per semester including $125 UNH fee
-Campus contact: Professor William Forbes. AM LL/ Spanish.
Murkland 209K. Call 862-1218 and leave name for follow-up.
Also available at Commuter Lounge in MUB on MW 10-11

Classified Advertising
only 81.00 in
The New Hampshire·
PUBLIC AUCTION
The UniversiWof New Hampshire will be holding a public auction on
April 25, 1981 . Items to be auctioned include vehicles (vans, trucks,
sedans). mounted patrol equipment (saddle, tack, boots).. used
bicyles, and miscellaneous surplus property.
..\1U'limi will ht•i,tin nl 10:00 um and will ht• lu•lcl nl Pulnum Pa\·ilion
Ill t ·,11.

All items to be auctioned will be available for viewing on April 24 and
prior to the auction on April 25.
A ten percent deposit (cashiers check or cash) will be reouired on .::111
sa1es over :,; 1uo.oo with balance due within 5 calendar days. If not
claimed within that time the deposit will be forfeited . All sales under
$100.00 to be paid in full at the time of the sale. All paid items must
be moved from the premises on date of sale.
A listing of all items to be auctioned will be available at the Division
of Physical Plant Operations & Maintenance-Service Building and at
the Purchasing Office, Leavitt Service Center after April 21.

AMAZING
NEW
CANCER
OPERATION
UNVEILED.

The doctor
doesn't cut out
anything. You
cut out cigarettes.
This simple
surgery is the
surest way to save
you from lung
cancer. And the
American Cancer
Society will help
you perform it.
We have free
clinics to help you
quit smoking. So,
before you' smoke
another cigarette,
call the A.C.S.
office nearest yoo.
And don't put'fr
off. The longer
you keep smoking,
the sooner it can
kill you.

AMERICAlli
CIIICER
SOCIRY

If you have a $10,000 job waiting for you,
you could have an American Express® Card
right now.
Trade the card you've been using every day
for the Card you'll be using the rest of your life.
You're about to leave school and enter a whole
new world. You've got great expectations. So
does American Express. For you.
That's why American Express has created a
special plan that reduces the usual application
requirements - so you can get the Card before
you finish school.
All you need to apply is a $10,000 job or the
promise of one.
You'll use the Card the wealthy and the well-

traveled use for business lunches, buying clothes
for work, paying for vacations - for all sorts of
after-school activities.
One of the surest ways to establish yourself is
to start out as if you were already established. And
just having the Card gives you the chance to
establish a solid credit rating.
So trade up now. You'll find application forms
on campus bulletin boards. Or call toll-free
800-528-8000 and ask for a Special Student Application. And set yourself up for next year before
you finish this one.
·
■
®

The American Express-Card.
Don't leave school without it.

~EF.IICAN

EXP.BEss

.
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· TheGamesRoomSemi-Annual

-Tourna01ent
Table Tennis

11am, Sunday, May3
Open to All UNH Students
Registration: GamesRoomDesk,MUB
Entry Fee: $1.00
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CLASSIFIED
I_____A_u_to_sf_or_Sa_le_ _]I~ I
1976 VW Rabbit. 2 door, 4 -speed,
custom, excellent cond ition , new radials,
new clutch, new shocks, AM-FM cassette
with Jensen coaxial speakers, very
dependable, 28-30 mpg . $22000. 7491887.
For sale : 1966 Olds 88 Convertible, good
original condition , under 64,000 miles,
$1500. Steven W . Lindsey 2- 1585/ 8689862, William K. Lindsey 603 -352-3863 .
For Sale: 1972 Volvo, 142S, 4 speed, good
running condition, a!.king $1000, after 5
weekdays, anytime weekends, 4363673.
For Sale : 1977 Chevrolet Monza,
Hatchback, automatic, 4-cylinder, good
gas mileage, steel belted radial tires, plus
snows, power steering and brakes, rustproofing, 39,000 miles, $3100 or best
offer. Call Marv?-? 146 (7), evening:, 7760181 .
1976 Toyota Corofla SR5 - 5 speed,
southern car, no rust, very clean interior,
air conditioning, reclining bucket seats,
new radials, dark blue, racing stripes,
sports dials & dash, AM / ~M radio,
recently tuned, asking $2600 or best
offer. Call 659 -3524 or 659-2054.
SAAB 96, 1971, 4 speed/OD, January
inspected, very good condition .
Dependable, economical transportation.
$1500. 868-7490.
1973 Austin Marina - 4 dr. 4 sp. 4
cylinder. 30-35 mpg. Rebuilt engine, new
Michelins, staTts and runs great. Little
rust. $950 orbest offer. AM/FM radio.
Call Scott at 749-1832.
1969 Chevy Caprice - Valuable 427
engine, 4 barrel, headers. Powersteering, brakes, seats, windows. A/Cheat, AM/FM radio. New tires, good
running condition . Must sell. S850orbest
offer. Call Kenny at 659-6272.
Graduating - Must sell Ford LTD '72, S400
or best offer. Phone 868- 7274. Ask for
Robin .
Almost a classic! 1970 Ford Galaxie 500,
excellent condition, very reliable . $600 or
best offer. Call Holly at 926-6804.
Cheap transportation-Chevy Bel Air.
Runs well, just inspected. Can't pay
insurance, so m.ust sell. $550 or best
offer. Call 868-9739 or 2-1656, and ask
for Pierre.
·
For Sale: 1969 Plymouth Suburban
Station Wagon , excellent running
condition, no rust, audiovox autoreverse
AM / FM stereo cassette deck, Jensen
speakers, six summer and winter tires.
$400 negotiable, must sell before the end
of semester. Call 868-7226. Dave.
For Sale-A 1973 Oldsmobile Omega .
Good basic transportation . In excellent
condition inside and out. $300.00. Call
Larry at 868-5512 or 862-1490.

Apart~ ~Rem

I~

SUMMER SUBLET FOR 3, WEBSTER
HOUSE. Large Apartment with 2
Bedrooms, Furnished 868-1365.
Summer sublet for four with fall option.
Excellent Durham location. 2 Bedroom
apartment. Partly furnished . Call Gail,
Lou or Lynne at Webster House. 8681755.
DURHAM SUMMER SUBLET-June 1stSept. 1st. 1 Bedroom apartment, living
room, kitchen, walk to anything! Great for
summer classes, rent is reasonable and
negotiable! Call Ace or Derek, 868-3774
or 2-1632 .
Rooms for rent at Alpha Gamma Rho for
the summer. If interested call Jon . 8621306. 4/?4
~eed 2-3 femala roommates to sublet apt.
Dover starting June 1st. 3 bedroom apt.
centrally located - good neighbors. Rent is
negotiable for ~um~er. Fall option. Call
749-3382 - c1sk for Joan or Jan. 4/21.
in

Three large rooms to rent, spacious Dover
home, shared kitchen and bath, quiet area
near kari-van, $ 195/ month, call 7426126 eveninQs. 4 / 17.
Spacious 2 bedroom apartment in Dover,
swimming pool, on Kari-Van Route, offstreet parking . Can accommodate 4
people $285/month. 742-5352 Ask for
Chris. 4/ 17.
In Dover, 4 bedrooms, living room, and
kitchen, centrally located near Kari-van.
S540 per month. Includes heat. Lease
required. No pets. Call 742- 7908
.__... _.,.n 7 .R. 9 om. 5/10
SUMMER SUBLET: 2 bedrooms livin
room, kitchen, bathroom, Move in June 1~
located on Bagdad Rd., 4 min . walk fro~
Downtown. $400.00 w / 4 people. It will
be_partially furnished. For more info call
Mike (430) or Stew (435) at 2-2377 or
868-9744 4 1 17

Summer sublet in L.,..1 1 I·,am - 2 bdrm apt. 1
or 2 females 137.50/ mo. Ph . 8681-1-35.4 / 17
Young married couple lookin·g for summer
sub-let in Seacoast area, June 1stcSept
1st - 1 or 2 bedrooms. Call Mark at 868_16_94. 5/ 12

'~~=elpW~anted~l[il]~IJ

EMPLOYMENT - 207 -646-8894.
Restaurant work available April 16 thru
October 12, 1981 . Waitpersons, bar,
dining room manager, kitchen help, all
apply. at Jonathan's Bourne Lane,
Ogunquit, Maine . Opening for the
summer season April 17. Preference to ·
UNH students for early employment.
4/24.

Help Wanted : Housekeeper - mother 's
helper for week days starting end of
school. Rye area . Possibly live-in or own
transportation desired. Please call 4368663. 4 / 24. ·

Sesaonal Full or part time short -order
cook needed. Hickory Hill Golf Course,
Methuen, Mass 01844 (617) 6860822.5/8
Help Wanted : Japanese Youth Exchange
Coordinator. Part-time (April 15 to August
30). Approx. 250 hours: some full days,
some weekends. Participants will be in
thisareafromJuly21 toAugust21, 1981..
Knowledge of the Japanese language and
customs helpful. High level communicatc in skills needed along with
· organizational and planning skills. Typing
and bookkeepir:ig skills needed. Must
provide own transportation. $4.00/hr.
Contact Dr. Richard Barker. 862-2180
before May 1, 1981 .
Part-time summer jobs for math-oriented
students: Special Services is hiring 2-3
math tutors to : (a) tutor Math 401-Math
425 to individual students and in small
groups; and (b) assist in instructing
Problem-Solving and Analytical
Reasoning mini-course. Eight -sixteen
hours/week from 6/15 to 7 / 23 with
possiblity of more individual tutorial
hours as assigned. Required: Strong math
background and ability to tutor Math 401
through 425 . Pay rate $3.75-$4.50/ hour.
Contact Len Lamberti, 862-1562 for job
applications which are due by May 7 .
Plan for your fall job now: Special
Services is hiring for Septembe r
tutor / counselor positions . Tutor /
Counselors provide study skills
assistance and personal advising to nontraditional UNH students. Must be a
committed / caring person interested in
academics who will be a sophomore or
junior by Fall 1981 . " Good" GPA required
along w ith work study status. Apply at
Special Services, Robinson House by May
4.
Summer Work Study Positions: Available
at the Division of Continuing Education.
Program development/promotion. 2
positions for Elderhostel A.A . ' s, 1
Secretarial / Clerical, 1 Conference
Assistant . Apply to: Karen McCarty, Brook
House, 862-1088.
HELP WANTED -- WORK STUDY student
to work as a clerk/receptionist in the New
England Center Admin_istration Building
from July 13 to August 21 . Hours are
8 :00-4:30 Monday thru Friday. Job
includes answering telephones, sorting
mail, some bookkeeping. Call Janet Doty
at 862-1900.
Wanted : Companion to live in with elderly
woman in Durham, salary, room and
board. Light housekeepfng duties. Car
available. Inquire Room 329-James Hall.
CAMP POSITIONS in New England.
Sw,imming; Fishing; Baseball, Basketball;
Tennis; Water Skiing; Video-taping . Send
resume : Camp Mah-Kee-Nae, 20 Allen
Court, South Orange, NJ 07079
Help Wanted : Sporting Goods
Salesperson, 15-35 hrs. per week
(depending on season). Prerequisites: 1)
participates in sports, especially a runner
or skier; 2) must have a neat and clean
appearance and 3) must be able to work
on Sundays. Apply in person at Putnam
Sports, 102 State Street, Portsmouth, NH,
phone 431-7764.
Upward Bound has several openings for
summer work / study students.
Tutor /counselors are paid $ 1050 for
seven weeks and room and board · is
provided. Contact Dan or Matt at 8621563.
RESEARCH AID -- Start now at Durham ·
possible summer work in White
Mountains. Prefer work/study eligible.
For details contact R. Graber MondayThursday at 868-5576, ext. 26. Durham
Forestry Sciences Laboratory.
PERSONNEL FIELD EXPERIENCE. FALL
SEMESTER 1981. Part-time. Concord,
NH . Government Agency. Admn . major or
any major with personnel courses.
Review anti update Affirmative Action
Plan. College Work Study or Stipend as
compensation. Qualifies for Field
Experience Course. Application Deadline
May 15, 1981. Call 862-1184.

HELP WANTED
1· pward Round has several openings for live-in
tutor/counselors this summer. Job is Work/Study
Salary is $1050 for seven weeks, plus room and board
is provided. Contact Dan or \latt at 8<,:.?- I ~<,:J.

SUMMER JOBS - Hard to find? Mayhewa boys residential program, located on a
55 -acre island in a central New
Hampshire lake, needs staff. We need
college students, majoring in Physical
Education, Education, Child Welfare, or
related fields who are unafraid of hard
work in a physically demanding
environment. Openings include
Swimmer, Hiking, Woodlore and General
Counselors . Also Health / First Aid
Counselor and cook. Good salary, plus
room, board, and laundry. Much personal
satisfaction from success in competitive,
athletic, and instructional program. All
positions from June 22 to August 25.
Contact Anthony Governanti, P.O. Efox
127, Bristol, NH 03222 or call_744-8494.
Photographer / writer working on next
book, a sophisticated, humerous, artsy
book; in need of models, female, nude.
Prior modeling experience not at all
essential. Previous books, seven, all
photographic, all nationally published,
have been excerpted in v::,riouo
mdgaztnes trom Life to Popular
Photography. References available. If
serious, curious, and interested write to:
B. McMillan, Box 85, Shapleigh, ME
04076, for more information and/or an
interview.
PHILATELISTS : Seeking help in
classifying/liquidating old U ..S .
collection . Will pay for skilled assistance.
Call during business hours 2-1758.
Camp Counselor Positions -July/ August .
Specialist in all sports, cultural and water
activities. Interested in students and
faculty who love children . Co-ed, N.E. Pa.
For applications write : Camp Wayne, 12
Alleva rd St., Lido Seach, NY 11561, or call
Noel at 516-889-3217.
CAMP POSITIONS in New England.
Swimming; Fishing; Baseball, Basketball;
Tennis; Water Skiing; Video-taping . Send
Resume : Camp Mah-Kee-Nae, 20 Allen
Court, South Orange, NJ 07079

I

S1nke11nd Repws

I~

Psychic Readings / Life Purpose
. Counseling. Call Suzanne, 868-5932.
5/ 8.
BACKACHES, HEADACHES, etc?T1:1nsion
Release and Relaxation Techniques. Also
- Individual Counseling, Guided Imagery
and Music. Contact Joy Sarage M . Ed.
868-1241 4/24
Call 742-6643 for Stereo and radio
repairs . Fast, efficient service at
reasonable rates . 4/ 24
'
TYPING - Retire secretary. Experienced in
all ·types of term papers. Proficient in
spelling, grammar, punctuation, etc.
Located walking distance to campus.
Reasonable rates . Prompt service . Call
Anita - 868- 7078. 20 Park Ct. Durham .
p / _8_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Got the thesis, dissertation or term paper
blues? Can 't make head or tails out of all
your data and wondering if you 'll have the
required number of typed pages? Call
742-6643 for fast and accurate typing;
several typefaces available. 4/ 24
GUITARS - Stringed Instrument Repairs .
Guitar & Mandolin lessons. Will buy
stringed instruments in any condition .
Used instruments for sale. Alan Ash 8681992 4/24
Typing Services: Interested in typing term
papers, manuscripts, reports, etc. at
home. Accurate, neat typing, $1 .00 per
page. Call Marlene Brooks at 332 -2161
(Rochester).
·
WOOD, cut-Sp.lit-delivered and
STACKED. $100.00. Call 659-3996 Days,
926- 7820 Evenings.

I__•_,._u_t_:_°'..__ll~I
Motorcycle for sale 1978 Honda CX500.
Excellent condition . Full Fering, luggage
rack, back rest, 2 new tires, new battery.
Wit tune-up (included) gets 52 mpg . Shaft
drive, water cooled . Entering militaryneed to sell. $1750.00 Call evenings:
Mike House 868-2564 or stop by 39
Madbury Rd . Rm . E. 4 / 17
Woodstove $70. Refridgerator $75. B&W
TV S25 or best offer. Also other items ·
Clothing, Furniture etc ... Call 431 -5598
a/5:30. 4/17
4 young parakeets - 3 green and 1 blue.
Well cared for, and are very clean . They
come with 2 cages, swings, feeders and
cage pole. All of this for $45 or best offer.
Call 659-3524 or 659-2054.
Car stereo components at huge
discounts. All new with factory warranty.
Call Mike Coleman at Kappa Sigma, 21288 or 868-97t7 or stop by Room 22 any
time.
Stereo and Video components at huge
discounts. All new in original boxes with
full factory warranty. Call Mike Coleman
at 2-1288 or 868-9717 or stop by Kappa
Sigma Room 22 any time.
STAMP COLLECTORS-Over 5000
different US and foreign stamps for sale.
Must sell my collection. All stamps are
over 45 years old. All are in very good
condition, many are unused. Call and find
out if I have what you need. Am also
willing to sell the whole thing at a
tremendous discount. Call Greg at 21653 or 868-9803.

Attention Nursing Majors .. .I have junior
year nursing books which I'm willing to
sell at discount prices. Brand new!! Call
Sue at 868-9860.
For Sale : Morse Electrophonic Stero
Jukebox with AM-FM stereo receiver,
BSA turntable, 8-track player and flashing
lights. Brand new, never been used; 90
day free in -home service. Interested? Call
868-1345 (Julie) will sell for 112 retail
prjce.
Refridgerator-3.75 cu.ft . "not too small "
"not too big " , perfect for beers in the dorm
or for food in your apartment! Very cold,
makes ice fast! $60 or best offer. 8681345. Ask for Bob.
For Sale: One Sony Soundabout, 6
months old, $120. Call 868-1712. Ask for
Julie after 6:00.
For Sale: Hockey goalie equipment. Full
set. Adult size. Price $300. Skates and
two goalie sticks included. Call 868-2169.
4/21 .
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Want to get "Down on the Farm?" Come
to the Little Royal Show at the Livestock
Activity Center next to the horse barns •
April 18. It's free! Enter the Milking
contest or the chicken race! BBQ at 1:00
for a small fee. Good times for
evervone .4/17
Ooug, I know you can't ever live with me·
you told me so. But, how 'bout a casual
"working" relationship!!!
Lost: gold chain bracelet in or between
Ham Smith and Horton SSC. Very
sentimental. Reward. If found contact :
Sally at 749-4370 or MUB info.
Yard Sale - 13 Spring St. Newmarket.
April 25, 9 :00 a.m. (26th raindate)
Clothes, books, dresser, table, misc.
Glenn-It was a perfect thing to start off a
good weekend. I love roses. Thanks,
"Apple Pie"?? Love, Helen .
Boo & Reilly • I would engrave this in
stone, but I couldn't find a chisel. Will
newsprint do? I don't know what I'd do
without you two as my buddies. You're
the best! Love, Mo.
.Rich, Blood banks scare me; needles
terrify me, got a huge bruise-Can't wait
until the next one! Thanks for the
confidence ("what needle?! " ) Sue and the
Bear. To shy Tom-the pink in the bunny
ears clashed with your shortcomings, you
shy guy!
Come to the Lambda Chi Springfest, 6:00
p.m . to 1 :00 a.m ., April 24 and 25. Tickets
$1.00 from any brother.
J.T.-Although you are a boozer, And quite
frankly a loser, We wanted to let you
know-through the high's and the low's,
You still Suck Prunes. Wicked Sorry. Love,
Nags, Joy.
Need a change? Then go see the movie
ALTERED STATES starring William Hart
& Blair Brown now playing at the
FRANKLIN BALLROOM, Sunday thru
Wednesday. Open to all ages. Two movies
nightly: 7 :30 & 9:30. See you at the
FRANKLIN.
3rd Annual Sawyer Hall Wiffleball
Marathon. 75 hours of fun starting at
noon on Thursday, April 30 and going non
stop until 3 p.m . Sunday, May 3. Come
down and join the fun, and support the
Ronald McDonald Lukemia House in
Brookline, MA while you're at it.
Roger of Sawyer: Do you know I think you
are a doll? But the only time I see you is in
Stillings Dining Hall. The most y.ou've
ever said was, "Hi. " but then you just
cruise on by. I don't know how to talk to
you . I hope this note has gotten through .
Frosh Campers! !and everyone else.
AREAS, AREAS, AREAS. The next two
Thursdays. May 1 and 8. Areas II and Ill
will be unveiled.
Tonight and Saturday night, Kevin is back
at the FRANKLIN BALLROOM -spinning
the hottest new wave and rock music in
the area. Get to the FRANKLIN early for a
gala evening . Open to 20 yr. olds and
older. See you at the FRANKLIN tonight!
STIR CRAZY? Come to the Lambda Chi's
Springfest, April 24 and 25, 6:00 p.m . to
1 :00 a.m. and go crazy. Tickets on sale
now for $1 .00 from any brother.
SUN DAY IS COMING! The Solar Energy
Coalition is sponsoring , a solar energy
festival including an outi:foor concert,
solar displays, slide show and more.
Sunday, May 3, from 1-5, at East West
Park (beside MUB). Admission FREE.
LAMBDA CHI is having its spring Blowout
April 24 and 25 from 6:00 p.m. to l :00
a.m. Special Happy Hours throughout the
night, music, and munchies also. Buy
tickets from any brother, or stop by the
house.
K-You're really a remarkable woman . But
please, zip up your mouth. Thank you-B.
Special Thanks to the "Not-So-Secret
Easter Bunnies" of 1st floor Devine. It's
people like you that make Dorm-life
bearable. Hope you all had a Happy
Easter. Cherry.
Attention All Area 2 Residents-Tonight's
the Night to Dance the Night Away at the
Spring Semi-Formalll Limited tickets will
be on sale at the door. S2 a person. Be
there or be nowhere.
To our little sisters Steve, Karen, and
Jason-You're the greatest pledge class
we've ever had (cuz you are the only). Get
psyched for the Men's Tea which is up
and coming . Love your sisters at Phelta
Beta Thi.

Laurie B.-Happy Birthday! The big 20. Get
psyched for tomorrow. Cadets road trip
and Riunite . We're there!! Love, Helen .
The Klaxon calls . .. Important meeting
concern ing the future of UNH's sailing
club, Monday, 7:00 at the MUB.
CQR,CQR,COR-lmpohant meeting
regarding the future of the sailing club 7 :00 Monday at the MUB.
Hey DB-"You Are the Love of My Life".
Happy B~rthday to someone who knows
good music when he hears it.
"Happy Birthday, Baldy!"
To Joanie Pelican, Hope that you survive
this weekend. Don't get too high on the
plane; and when you jump - I hope your
chute opens! If it does Bob will have lost
his bet. RK
Joe-How dare you "lock" ME in that
room! You know I was too juiced to play
pool. . . etc. Signed, The Bombshell
E.J.F.-Hey Lady, school's about to end. If
you're leaving, we'll have to ha\,!e some
last hurrahs at the Happy House. You
have been a peaceful escape for me at
UNH-mania. Thank you. I love you • Your
. favorite Migalipsin, S.J .
Mary, Happy Birthday! We'll all have to go
downtown and celebrate soon I Go nuts!!!
Love, Jim.
GO NUTSIII at the Lambda Chi Springfest.
Fri. and Sat., April 24 and 25, 6:00p.m. to
1 :00 a.m. Get your tickets NOW.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN! Whoever
"borrowed" my UNH Crew sweat pants
off a silver SAAB, Saturday morning at
the boat house, please return them to Liz
Hills at the Field House, or call Katy (21641 ). I had to pay $18 and go through
winter workouts, please return them!
In the basement of a university medical
school Dr. Jessup floats naked in total
darkness. This is about a movie, ALTERED
STATES, playing at the FRANKLIN
BALLROOM Sunday thru Wednesday.
Don't miss this great film the FRANKLIN
has brought to Durham.
Past Present and Future Freshman Camp
Counselors and Friendsl!Please come to
Murkland for the Springtime. AND THE
AREAS . Thursday May 1 and Thursday
May 8.
All girls and guy interested in cheering
meet Monday. April 27 at Field House
lobby at 7:00 p.m.
Hey Stogies-Get psyched for our annual
reunion at the cottage. Beer, turkey,
skinny dippin' drugs, sunshine and good _
times. Don't forget to bring a mop and pail
tO'l :

Because staff members are not allowed to
write letters to the Editor: In reference to
Dennis Cauchon 's sex column that
probably offended you : No, Mr. Cauchon,
the "weirdest thing" is not that you will
allow your children to watch hard-core
porno flicks for their educational value .
The weirdest thing, and also very
pathetic, is that you may actually be a
father someday. Also, for Mr. Cauchon's
information, a slut is not someone who
has an inaptitude for mathematical
problems. Perhaps he should have leafed
past "sagacious" in the dictionary to
"slut." And before you have a desirable
sexual encounter with a complete
stranger, remember: People are animals
too. Kim Billings.
Want to help Lukemia victims and their
families? Call Sawyer at 2-1127 or 8689854 and pledge for the Wiffleball
Marathon. Thanks. Henri Barber. ·
Help the men of Sawyer Hall help the
Ronald McDonald Lukemia House. Come
down and "pinch-hit" during the 3rd
Annual 75 hour Wiffleball Marathon held
between April 30th and May 3rd behind
Sawyer Hall.
SCOPE! SCOPEi SCOPE! THANKS!
THANKS! THANKS! Thank you for the use
of your flashlights . Your help with Take
Back the Night was greatly appreciated.
Chris.
Patty 0 . Thanks for being such
company on our merging trek
Durham to NB and back. I hope you
it in one piece for another 31 days.
Em .

great
from
make
Love,

Steve: Happy Birthday! Now that you're 1
year older I suppose you'll have to start
living up to your "image" of being old,
debonair, etc. I hope you have a good
one!! Em.
Julie: Here is your official Happy Birthday
Personal I Remember : Better Nate than
lever! Authorized by the CCAP.
GET 'FACED at the Lambda Chi Alpha
Springfest, Fri. and Sat. April 24 and 25.
Music, Happy Hour and Munchies.
Tickets $1.00. See brothers for tickets.
Martha, I met you while dancing at the
MUS on April 5th. I would like to see you
again, but don't know your phone no. or
where you live. I told you what dorm I lived
in, please come visit or call me. Dave, rm.
204.
.
P-You really DO look like a monster; that
is, a punk or prepie monster. Seriously, I
like itl
TONIGHTll SENIORS' LAST HOORAH
semi-formal dance with.Ben Baldwin and
the Blue Notes. 8-12. Get your tickets
now for only $2.50 per person. Available
at Mub Ticket office or from Ambassador
and Senior Week Committee Members.
For Sale-1972 green Ford Mustang with
black vinyl hardtop. 156,000, 20mpg,
needs body work. $600. Call Debbie
Birnie 862-1837 or 868-9836. 5/8
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Batswomen take 3 of 4, reach 3rd in poll .
By Sue Valenza

Against
visiting Vermont last Saturday, it
was UNH who notched the
opening 1-0 win in a gruelling 11
inning showdown.
The
Catamounts picked up the
nightcap winin a 2-1 contest. A
three-for-four performance by
senior leftfielder Terri
Birmingham and four RBIs from
junior teammate Sue Kasser paved
the way to Tuesday's opening win
~ver the Panthers. Plymouth

Three wins and a single loss
produced in recent twin double
headers lifted the UNH women's
softball squad to 9-6 on the
season,a mark worthy of a third
place ranking in this week's
Division II Coaches Poll. The
Wildcats, hot off a weekend split
with Vermont, travelled to
Plymouth State College on
Tuesday where they copped solid
13-5, !3-7 victories . .

hurler Beth Soderlund gave up
four hits and three walks in the first
inning as the Wildcats vaulted into
a 5-0 lead.
Birmingham, freshmen Cathy
Burmeister and Elaine Flanagan,
and senior pitcher Mary Lou Bates
were all good for singles in that
opening stanza while hits from
Birmingham, Burmeister, and
Kaser in the third put UNH out in
front 8-4.

Wildcat Karen Levesque takes a strike 'in last weekend's split with Vermont (Henri Barber photo).

Track

Maryknoll Sisters
.Margarita tfanis and

l\lary Dufl),

will talk about their work in Nicaragua
Guatemala & Mexico
FILM: Sendino Viva! (on Nicaragua)
& a film on Nicaragua

Saturda~· April 2:i 7::-rn pm Hamilton Smith 12'7'
Sponsored hy CISPES

The Panthers collected pairs of
runs in both the first and second
innings off of Bates but when faced
by freshman reliever Janet Greene
in innings three through seven,
were able to muster but a single run
on an infield Wildcat error.
Hits from senior co-captain
Beth MacDonald and
Birmingham in the fourth batted in
two more Wildcat runs but an
increasingly steady Plymouth
outfield delayed further damage. A
Kasser single in the sixth drove
home two of the final three
Wildcat runs.
Freshman Cheryl Shambarger
closed out the Wildcat romp on the
seventh on an unearned effort.
Greene gave up just two hits and
walked one opponent en route to
her fourth win in six outings this
season.
UNH pounded Soderland for
eight hlls in game two, Burmeister
leading the way with a .666
average. UNH trailed 3-1 after the
first two innings of the game but a
single from Burmeister in the third
hit home pitcher Lisa Cefalo who
had reached third on a walk. Cocaptain Bates was good for a single
to -close out that inning, her RBI
tying the game at three.
Singles from Burmeister, Bates,
and Levesque in the fourth drove
in three needed runs whild UNH
took advantage of consistently
weak Panther pitching to produce
three more runs in that stanza.
Two RBIs from Birmingham
within the last two innings and a
run off a Panther error in the fifth,
provided the Wildcats ·with a solid
13-7 cushion. Greene, on the
mound for Cefalo after the fourth,
insured the Wildcat romp in the
fifth and six~h. with nearly flawless

school record set by Gary King in 'Cats an 11 point lead going mto
( continued from page 23)
the last event. Maine won the mile
1971.
Jim Howe in the 440 intermediate
.. He (Gooden) beat one of the reiay, · but couldn't catch the
hurdles and Bergeron again with best sprinters in New England,"
Wildcats.
Mike Gooden (2-3 in the 220).
Copeland said, referring to Tarr of
·Joel Dennis did not fare as well UMO.
as expected, finishing third in the
Copeland was forced to run Guy
shot put. Copeland attributed this Stearns in the three-mile. Stearns (continued from page 24)
to a pulled back muscle. ..This had run in two meets in the
Carla Hesler finished the scoring
definitely hindered his perform- previous week but his services were with 27 seconds left to play. She
needed to wrap up the meet. received a nice pass form Haroules
ance," Copeland said.
Gooden surprised everyone by Stearns finished at l 5:25.3.
and drove it in.
winning the I00-yard dash in a
Combined with Tim Reever's
Tuesday, UNH handed a
recor~-tying 9.8. The mark ties the third-place finish, this gave the struggling Northeastern team its
sixth loss, 9-2. Again, the
tricaptains did the scoring while

Lacrosse

BICYCLE SALE

"Who sells those wild sweatpants
with strawberries all over them?"

•

Save 830
Windsor Carerra Sport AM3
List $335 Sale $305
April 24 thru May

Home Delivery

Durham Bike

862-1490 862-1124

New England
Summer Camp Jobs
ACA ACCREDITED CHILDREN"S
RESIDENT CAMPS

If You Love Music
Like We Love Music

On The Top 25 lps
l20CI\ 130TTOM
ld~COl2Ui
29 Congress St., Market Squ.ue
Portsmouth • • •••• • 436-5618

call

Jenkins Court•iJurham•868-5634
Open Monday-Friday 10-5, Saturday 10-2

~,
/~
.
: : - -436-5440
-----~

and what your budget needs ...

Linda Neilson sparked on the
defense.
UNH Laxwoman host UMass in
an important match tomorrow.

10 Market Street
On Market Square, Portsmouth, NH

We've Got
What You Need.

pitching. Cefalo picked up the win
which evened her season mark to
1-1.
Sterling defensive play saved an
otherwise sputtering Wildcat
squad in game one of last
Saturday'r twinbill at Vermont. It
was a battle between the pitchers in
that 11-innir~ battle as UNH's
Bates and counterpart Chris
Thibault gave up a combined total
of just six runs.
Junior shortstop Shelly Lively
hit Thibault for a single in the top
of the eleventh, advanced to
second on a subsequent base hit
from Bates, and was batted in by
MacDonald for the game-winning
run. Bates emerged victorious after
she and Wildcat teammates shut
down the efforts of six Catamount
batters in the bottom of the
eleventh.
Vermont took revenge in game
two, an early 2-1 lead w<15
protected by UV M's strong
defense in the nightcap. The
Catamounts took a 2-0 lead after
just three innings and consistent
fielding from there on, sealed the
win. UNH picked up its only run in
the fifth inning when first baseman
Patty Fostet' reached base on a
triple and was hit home by a
Burmeister single. Wildcat pitcher
Cefalo was marked with the loss.
With just four games remaining,
wins over opponents at this
weekend's Vermont Tournament
and over Providence College on
Monday (April 27) would be more
than enough to ensure a trip to the
EAIAW Regionals set for May 1-2
(First Round) and May 8-9
(Second Round). Monday's final
home doubleheader of the season
will be played on UNH's upper
lacrosse field at 3:00 p.m.

MANY JOBS AVAILABLE
FOR PERSONS AGE 19+
SPECIALISTS NEEDED TO TEACH:
swimming (WSI), canoeing, sailing,
waterskiing, scuba, campcraft, arts
& crafts, dramatics, landsports,
dance, gymnastics, tennis, archery,
riflery, photography, riding, music.
Some general counselor positions . .
Also seek doctors & nurses, secretaries,
cooks, kitchen & maintenance workers.
Includes salary, room & board.
8 week session

TRY OUR STAFF REFERRAL SERVICE
($2 application processin~ fee)

I

NEW ENGLAND
C/>M' I ING ASSOC IATI 00
643 MOODY STREET
WALTHAM, MA 02154
899-2042

THE
~.(J.'B
f1~D

R□CK

R□ll f□R

THE 8Gl'S

LAST CHANCE THIS YEAR!
AT THE MEADOWBROOK INN
TONIGHT & SAT. ONLY

CHILDREN'S
SHOES
ARE OUR
SPECIALTY!

-RED'S
FAMOUS

ACCREDITED
CAMP
, .. 1,tnu.,.,-.c,o\ac.1110.,

SHOE BARN

Broadway

Dover~

742.;.1993

Adams now 7-0

Batsmen make a Green swe·e p, 10-3, 12-7

The. UNH baseball squad ended its skid Tuesday with a sweep of Dartmouth (Henri Barber photo).

on the ground." A_d ams is no·w 7-0.
By Ged Carbone
The UNH baseball team
UNH had to play catch up ball
snapped a two game losing streak in the nightcap. After five innings
Tuesday by sweeping a double Dartmouth led 7-5. fn the sixth
header from Dartmouth (10-3, 12- UN H went out, said "the hell with
7) at Hanover. The Cats are now it," and scored four runs. Two of
17-4.
the Wildcat runs came on Walt
" There was a mental let Pohle's check swing single down
down over the weekend but our the right · field line.
The Cats
guys picked it up _well to go out and added three more in the seventh on
-'beat Dartmouth twice," UNH four basehits and a Dartmouth
coach Ted Conner said. "When we error.
got behind in the second game
Rick Record relieved
(against Dartmouth) we just said, winner Tom O'Shea (5-1) in the
the hell with it they aren't gonna sixth and walked the first three
beat us.
We're back on the hitters he faced.
Record then
upswing now and I hope we stay on settled down to get the next six
it because we've got six tough hitters in a row.
In the first
games coming up. "
Dartmouth game UNH jumped
out to a 7--0 lead after the third
Andy Adams blanked Dart- inning.
mouth through five innings
Three UNH runs came on
allowing only 1 wo n11s wnue Andy _Brickley's three run homer, a
striking out four. Freshman Dave towenng blast that cleared the nign
Sch~rF hurled the last two innings fence at the 350 mark in right
for UNH allowing only two runs center.
Dartmouth assistant
on one hit, a home run by coach Lou Maranzana said:'UNH
Dartmouth's Steve Carroll.
has a good baseball team, one of
the best we've played so far. It's no
secret, they're good."
The
"I was throwing mostly
Wildcats play a doubleheader with
fastballs," Adams said. "The wind
Fairfield at home Saturday. Game
was blowing in my face, making
time I :00 p.m.
the ball drop so they kept hitting it

Trackwomen

Skiers honored

Sports Shorts
Special Olympics
Volunteers are being·sought for the New Hamp.shire State Special
Olympics to be held at the UNH campus June 12 and 13. The
summer special olympics will culminate the year's calendar of
seasonal competitions held throughout the state beginning last
September. Various committees are now being formed.
An informational meeting for students and faculty members
interested in volunteering will be held Monday, April 27 in New
Hampshire Hall at 7:30 p.m.
For more information, contact Sue Kasser (UNH Student
Chairperson for the Special Olympics Committee) at 868-9705 or
Dr. Michael McKeough (State Games Director and faculty member
of the UNH Phys. Ed. Dept.) at 862-2070. Your support will be
greatly appreciated.

( continued from page ~~)

University of New Hampshire skiers Cory Schwartz and Dave Kent
have been named to the Division I All-East squad. The honor is
based on performances throughout the season.
Schwartz is a senior from Center Conway, N.H. A cross country
specialist, he finished fifth in the overall point standings in the east
this year. His best finish was a third in the St. Lawrence Carnival.
Kent, a native of Casanovia, N.Y., finished seventh in the overall
standings in the Alpine competition. A junior, Kent finished second
in the giant slalom in the Dartmouth Carnival and had a third in the
slalom.

Golf classic
The second anhual UNH Pro-Am Golf Classic is scheduled for
Aug. 3, 1981, with New Hampshire Golf pro Janie Blalock again
heading the list of 20 participating LPGA touring professionals. The
tournament, on the seaside links of Wentworth by the Sea in
Newcastle, N.H., last year raised $25,000 for the University of New
Hampshire Department of Women's Athletics.
The tournament format calls for 60 amateur golfers, both men and
women, to join 20 pros from the LPGA tour ina "scramble"style run
for tourney prizes.
The $500 entry fee is tax deductible. Persons interested in
participating, either as players or sponsors, should contact Laurel
Milos, Sports Information Director, UNH Field House, Durham,
N.H. 03824 or 603 862-1822.

as she ran away with the quarter
mile.
UNH's multi-event
performers continued a~ Denise
Houseman won the shot put and
placed fourth in the discus.
UNH finished -the day with a
first place finish in the two mile
relay winning by 22 seconds over
their nearest competitots.
The
previous weekend UNH presented
many outstanding performances at
the Boston College relays.
Nancy Scardinia · ran a school
record, and Eastern Regional
qualifying times , in winning the
3000 meter and placing second in
the 1500 meter. She also ran a
quarter for the 1600 meter relay
team.
Sue Kalled, another
member of that relay team, ran
good races in both hurdle events.
She placed third in 100 meter
hurdles and ran a school record
even though she didn't place in the
400 meter hurdle.
Aleisha
Davis jumped 17' 11" to place
·
second in the long jump.

Trackmen limp ho!lle with split, end up 4-2
By Henri Barber and Ged Carbone
An injury-ridden UNH men's
track team dropped Tuesday's
home dual meet with Springfield
College, 86-68. The meet closed
out the Wildcats dual meet season
which they finished with a 4-2
record.
Tuesday's loss was portended in
the first event when UNH failed to
make its usual sweep in the long
jump. Jamie Walter's placed
• second in the jump with a 22'7"
leap. But Gregg DeVolder, a
certain high finisher, could not
compete due to injury.
"Injuries affected a pretty major
portion of our _team as far as point
production goes," UN H coach
John Copeland said. "DeVolder
was out, and Mike Gooden., Rob
O'Regan and Andy Johnson (all
sprinters) were hurt. Plus Joel
Dennis (shot put and discus) and
(triple jumper) Jamie Sommers
had injuries." ·
With two-thirds of the meet
completed , UN H trailed by only
two points 60-62 . But the injured
Wildcat sprinting corps could only
manage a third place finis h in the
220 and Springfield led 78-62. •·
They didn't put it out of reach until
the 220," Copeland said.
Guv Stearns and Dean Kimball
conti~ued their torrid pace as
Stearns won the mile (4:35.3) and
Kimball took the three mile by a
half-second with a 15:32.7 time.
Wildca t pole vaulters Billy.
Marcotte, Toby Ross, and Mike
Dick Robinso~ breaks tape in mile run (Henri Barber photo). Garzillo swept thei r event to bring
1. _ _
_ _
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to three points down m the early
going.
"Springfield has an excelle~t,
excellent team," Copeland said,
"last year they beat us by 62 P?i~ts.
This year was a definite
improvement."
The track team begins its
outdoor relay · season at the
Dartmouth relays next Sunday.
UN H will not send a team to the
Penn relays this week (April 2325).
"We've only got two men who
qualify for the Penn meet and I'd
rather send thirty guys to compete
at Dartmouth than two to Penn,"
Copeland said. "More guys can
compete for less_money is basically
what it comes to."
The two UNH qualifiers for the
Penn State relays are Dean
Kimball who ran I0,000 meters in
29:33.4 to qualify, and Billy
Marcotte who pole vaulted 15'6".

□

The questionab le weathe r on
Saturday turned favorab le and so
did the outcome of the trackmen's
dua l meet against Maine. The
Wildcat s squeaked pas t the
Blackbears of Maine 80-74 to
better their record to four and one.

"We knew it was going to be
close" , UNH coach John
Copeland said. "They have one of
the best sprinters in New England
in Kevin Tarr."
"We had a bad hand-off in the
4xl IO Relay, an_d some minor
miscues." added Copelartdi, but
otherwl'6@ wei.dt""8 8'I }I. wefiaci'

several athletes with personal
records performances, and that
helped."
UNH jumped to an early 9-0
lead withJim Walters,SteveSmith
and Tom Garzillo placing first,
second, and third respectively in
the long jump. Dave L 'homme
won the hammer throw and upped
the Wildcat margin to IO, ( i4-4),
but then the Black Bears applied
pressure by sweeping the javelin
event.
abe bad hand-off in the 4xl 10
relay gave Maine a temporary
lead, 18-14. Matt Woods won the
high jump event for UNH with a
jump of 6-0", beating Donovan
Koras of Maine based on number
of attempts. The Discus event was
won by Joel Dennis in a throw of
142 feet, 9 inches, and Greg
Stilphen finished third in a throw
of 125'1 ", to tie the overall score at
25 .
Dickie Robinson won the mile
for UNH in a time of 4:24.2 to give
UNH the lead for good. The
combination of Steve Smith and
Brian Sommers captured the 120
high hurdle and Sommers won the
triple jump.
Bill Marcotte took the pole vault
with ajump of 15-0"and teammate
Mike Garzillo followed with a leap
. of 14-0. UNH now had a 16 point
lead, however, through second and
third performances by Pete r
Bergeron and Steve Patterson in
the 440, Mike Caruso and Brad
Kent (2-3 in the 880), Smith and
. TRACK, page 22
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Sports
·Haroules notches 8

Captains lead laxwom~n .past Green
By Susan Maloof
The women's lacrosse team
boosted their record to 4-2 after
swamping Dartmouth yesterday,
12-4. UN H's tri-captains did all the
scoring. Gabie Haroules slammed
in eight goals: Carla Hesler
chalked up a hat trick, and Donna
Modini tallied one.
The Wildcats' defense played
two awesome halves. They held
Dartmouth's Sandy Bryan to only
two goals. Bryan is a sophomore
and is a member of the U.S.
National team. Dartmouth is fast.
They executed quick, sharp passes.
The Big Green moved well without
the ba!I, and with 1t, theyve score<l
an average of ten-and-a-half goals
in their last seven outings.
Wildcat line defense Melissa
Madeira broke up a number of
plays and advanced the ball to
Hesler at mid-field with grace.
Madeira was in the right place at
the right time throughout the
game. Midfielder Linda Neilson
also displayed some fancy
defensive stickwork. First year
player Neilson cleared the ball
continually with her speed and
crisp passing.
This is not to take a way from the
'Cats outstanding offense.
Haroules scored the first goal of
the game at the eighty second
mark.The UNH senior picked up
the bouncing ball and scored oneon-one in front of the Dartmouth
goalie Karen O'Donoghue.
UNH goalie Debbie Cram kept
busy, saving a couple of
consecutive shots. Dartmouth shot
again and hit the post. Dartmouth
rebounded. Again, another
fantastic Cram save, but
Dartmouth's Annabelle Brainard
scooped one off of Cram 's last
effort. The play remained at the
Dartmouth end for a few minutes.
The Big Green looked big and
mean. But UN H's number one and
two scorers combined to regain the
lead. Haroules passed to Hesler
and Hesler let one fly.
Dartmouth's O'Donoghue

deflected the shot, but the shot had
too much on it and rolled in.
Two minutes later, Dartmouth's
Amy Nelson scored to tie it, 2-2.
Dartmouth was moving the ball
well, but UNH's midfielders
responded appropriately.
Sophomore Wallace Rockwell and
junior Kathy Mcsweeney played
beautifully. Mcsweeney slowed
the Green Machine's passing while
Rockwell broke up a couple of
crucial plays . All the while,
freshman Laurie Leary hustled up
and down the field continuously.
Haroules then scored form the
ri2:ht side with a roll-around-th~net backhander, Hesler ass1stmg.
Modini then attempted a shot,
scrambling from the draw, but she
shot wide . Haroules ended the first
half scoring with two more, to give
UN H a 5-2 lead .
The second half again started
with an aggressive Dartmouth
team, and Sandy Bryan opened
with a Dartmouth score. The Big
Green kept it coming, but Madeira
was still the key on defense . She
broke a Dartmouth drive and
. passed to Hesler at midfield.
Hesler ran with it and bounced one
in to double UNH's lead, 6-3.
Bryan scored her second goal
and Dartmouth's last at 19:19, to
push Dartmouth up to four:
Then Gabie started entertaining.
Haroules proceeded to steal the
show. Her moves were incredible.
She shot a backhander, danced
from behind the net, shot with a
full overhead swing, and scooped
another backhander to score four
more from 21 :46 to 10:06 of the
second half. The score was now 104, UNH.
Donna Modini scrambled with
seven minutes left to play. Flying
from the left sideline to the right
hand side of the net, Modini
slammed one in over Dartmouth
goalie's head.
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UN H's Gabie Haroules (far right) connects in a 9 - 2 win over Northeastern Tuesday as Laurie Leary waits for
a rebound. Haroules netted eight goals in yesterday's 12 - 4 win over Dartmouth (T~m Skeer_ pho_to).

•
Trackwomen sweep tr1-meet
By Jim Kinney
The UNH women's track team
finished their regular season with 6
-3 season after a sweep
of three Maine schools.
UNH
finished with I 08 points over host
Bowdoin with 57.5, Colby and U
Maine with 43.5 and 37
respectively. The Wildcats have
19 to send to the New Englands
Saturday and Sunday, May 2 and
3. They hope to finish at least in
the top six there and add to the list
of nine individuals and two relay
teams to be sent to the Eastern
Re_g~onals . the following week.

Many of those people qualified
at the BC relays held in Boston last
week.
In the quad meet this past
Wednesday at Bowdoin, New
Hampshire showed quality and
depth as they probably could have
topped the three Maine schools
combined had it not been so cold.
UN H held a few people out of
events to not risk injury of cold
muscles, being torn or strained.
Led by Karen Dunn, UNH
swept the 5000 meter run to take 15
points after one event. The Cats
made it two for two when the
medley relay team streched the

lead,
Millie Pelletier jumped the
same height as Lisa Center of
Bates, but had more misses as she
still took second in the high jump.
Pelletier would come back to win
the IOO meter hurdler and place
fourth in the 220 to gain even more
points for UNH.
Nancy
Scardinia, who has qualified in
every event 800 meters to 3000
meters, won the "English
equivilent" of the 1500 meter, the
mile, in a very respectable time of
5:01.
Suzanne Horton was next
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Laxmen stale after layoff, fall twice to Ivies
By Gerry Miles
What happened to the Celtics
Tuesday night is the same type of
disease currently choking off the
University of New Hampshire
lacrosse team.
UNH. like the Celtics, suffered
from a long layoff (UNH was off
12 davs) and were sent to defeat.

.. Other teams get the
Harvard in Cambridge Wednesday, 12-7. The'Cats have now been opportunities and score, we
outscored by a 2 to I margin in the haven't," added Garber.
two games.
.. We had them (Harvard) in a
After a 4-4 first period d·eadiock
crucial situation and didn't put it and tra1hng 7-6, the two man-up
in," said UNH coach Ted Garber. advantages came while down 8-7
In Wednesday's late going the but the 'Cats couldn't find the net.
Wildcats had two man-up
Another attempt to get a three
situations and hit the goalie both minute unreleasable penalty failed
tifTleS
when a Crimson player did indeed
' have a stick string longer than the
required three inches. The
infraction went unnoticed because
one official knew of the rule and
the other didn't and refused to
~--~-- embarrass _the unknowing official.

•~...,~If,

The rule, which states a stick
string can't be longer than three
inches put Steve Glover off the
field against Boston College (April
15) for three minutes. It wasn't
enforced and this leads only to
·urther questioning of the officials';
integrity and why the rule should
even be in the book to be_gin with.
Nonetheless. the 'Cats were
unable to capitalize on any other
, attempts.
Glover led the 'Cats in scoring
with 4 goals while Mike Van Vleck~
Curt Shumway and Chad Doe

notcneo smg1e goals. Jay Budd
added four assists on the day as
well.

UNH's Chad Uoe (29)' takes on all comers in early season action
( Henri Barber photo).

Ahead of the 'Cats this Saturday
lies the tougher task of beating
U Mass, curr~ntly unbeaten after a
J 14-8 drubbmg of Hofstra on
Wednesday.

been cashed in.
first in New England and fifth
And it's still a long time before
overall in the nation. Last year,
anyone will hit the panic button.
UNH got edged 17-13.
After all. the Celtics bounced back
And of course, there is the
didn't they?
rivalry between the two coaches,
Dick and Ted Garber, father and
son.
A thirty-one minute UNH
"We have to go down there to
scoring draught resulted in seven
play the game," stressed the
unanswered Brown University
younger Garber. .. If we don't show
goals and a 12-5 loss for the
up ready to play, the score could
Wildcats in Providence yesterday.
hit t~~ thirties."
·
The loss coming in the first of three
U Mass possesses five · strong games this week for
the 'Cats,
attackmen to form the best attack drops their record
to a 4-5 and
unit in the Northeast. and one of certainly out of the number two
the best overall. But the defense for spot in
the 'Cats has played well all year
The Wildcat stickmen were lead
and should be a strong factor in
by sophomore Steve Glover who
thwarting Minuteman drives. ·
had all five UNH goals. Ace Bailey
Another factor in · UN H's favor
went the distance in the nets and ·
is that the Minutemen are looking
made 14 saves. Brown goalie
past the UN H game thinking that
Charlie Meister made only nine,
two back-to-back losses and
but was brilliant when he had to
having played its third game in a
be.
week, will make the 'Cats an easy
Glover and Brown's Jim Curtin
mark for defeat.
traded a pair of first period goals
U Mass faces Syracuse and
before The Bruins took the lead for
Army after the Wildcats.
good on back-to-back goals by Jeff
In particular. the play of Peter Herbe and Craig Linden in less
Leberman, a long-sticker who has than a minute for a 4-2 lead.
not been afraid to rush the ball UNH's Jay Budd, who had two
down field and create opportun- assists to his credit set up Glover
ities that might not have been there midway through the second
has been important.
quarter as UNH cut the lead to
The loss o·f John Fay, leaves the one. 4-3. After that. however, they
'Cats without anyone that can rush had trouble going to the well
the ball and take a defender on in a trailing 7-3 at the half.
Brown got two goals in the third
one-to-one situation without
getting beat and turning the ball quarter and pumped home two
more in the first two minutes of the
over.
fourth quarter to go up 11-3 before
Still, the constant-movement
Glover found a spot Meister didn't
offense installed since then has
have blocked off for his fourth on
worked well, the problem is tfiat
the day.
the scoring opportunities haven't

□

